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This study examined the effect of fire regime on coarse woody debris

(CWD) mass using a combination of field data and modeling. The objectives

were to use field sampling to determine how CWD differs between two areas

that have had different fire regimes, and investigate how fire frequency and

severity, stand growth and development, decomposition, and mortality rates

affect the amount of CWD for sites experiencing two different fire regimes.

One regime had infrequent, high severity fires, with a mean fire return interval

over 300 years. The second regime exhibited more frequent (120 years),

mixed-severity fires which created a mosaic of patches with multiple

disturbance cohorts of shade tolerant tree species within stands. A conceptual

model of how CWD might be affected by different fire regimes was developed.

Then field data were gathered on CWD mass, tree biomass, and site

productivity in Douglas-fir forests within stands that have had two different fire

regimes for the past 500 years. Finally, a mass-budget model was developed

to compare field data and model results, and was used to better understand

the dynamics of CWD with regard to fire regime.

While fire frequency and severity established the pattern of CWD

succession, it is the interaction of fire regime with the other controlling factors

that is responsible for the differences in CWD mass. The study yielded the

following findings: 1) Field data indicated that CWD mass was almost twice

as high in stands having an infrequent, stand-replacing fire regime (173 Mg/ha)



compared with stands having a moderately frequent, mixed-severity fire regime

(95 Mg/ha). 2) Factors that appear to have the greatest influence in the study

area are decomposition rates, fire severity, fire frequency, and fuel

consumption, suggesting that environment and stand structure control CWD

mass more than fire regime per Se. 3) Site productivity and mortality rates are

similar among sites in the study area, and do not exert a detectable influence

for the range of environments examined. 4) CWD distribution was skewed

toward the fresher decay classes in the stand-replacing fire regime, but was

normally distributed in the mixed-severity regime. 5) CWD levels have greater

temporal variability in the infrequent, stand-replacing fire regime than the

mixed-severity regime. 6) In the stand-replacing regime, mortality over time

contributes to CWD mass since there is a long span of time between events;

whereas, in the mixed-severity regime mortality is more associated with events

than with stand mortality over time.
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The Effect of Fire Regime on Coarse Woody Debris in the West Central
Cascades, Oregon

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The importance of snags and downed logs as structural and functional

components of northwest forest ecosystems has been made clear in the last

twenty years. Coarse woody debris (CWD) is a large part of the detritus pool

of Pacific Northwest forests (Grier and Logan 1977, Franklin and Waring

1980, Harmon et al. 1986), acts as habitat for organisms, physically protects

the forest floor and soil from erosion (Harmon et al. 1986), plays an important

part in nutrient cycling (Franklin and Waring, 1980), can be a seedbed for new

conifer seedlings (Harmon and Franklin, 1989), stores nutrients, carbon, and

water (Harmon et al. 1986, Sollins et al. 1987, Spies et al. 1988, Means et al.

1992), and is an important component of the global carbon cycle (Harmon et

al. 1990). Other aspects of CWD, such as its formation, its duration in the

forest system, and its relationship to fire and forest management, are not as

well known.

The relationship between CWD and natural fire regimes is understood

only in a general sense. In natural stands, amounts of CWD represent a

balance of woody debris added from fire disturbances and mortality from the

post-fire stand, and the losses from decomposition and fuel consumption

(Harmon etal. 1986, Agee and Huff 1987, Spies etal. 1988). Specific effects

of fire severity and frequency, site productivity, temperature, moisture, and

stand development, however, have not been established in relation to the

quantities of CWD and the processes of input and decomposition among

different fire regimes. The few studies that have examined the relationship

between CWD and natural disturbance, particularly fire, have primarily

examined the most simple, stand-replacing fires, in which all trees are killed
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and no subsequent fire occurs for several hundred years. Within the study

area in the Blue River and South Fork of the McKenzie River watersheds on

the Willamette National Forest in western Oregon, fire history is much more

complex than the stand-replacement model suggests; an understanding of

CWD dynamics in such systems is lacking.

The significant influence of time on the CWD levels and the age and

disturbance history are critical to the CWD mass that will be found in stands

having stand-replacing verses partially stand-replacing fire regimes. For

example, during a stand-replacing fire, large amounts of biomass are

converted from live to dead matter. While some biomass is consumed in a

fire, much more is converted from live to dead and is carried over from the

previous stand (Harmon et. al. 1986, Agee and Huff 1987, Spies et. al. 1988).

CWD has been found to be highest just after a fire. This material persists until

the regenerating stand begins to provide woody debris of comparable size.

As the pulse from the fire begins to decompose, CWD levels decrease,

reaching their lowest levels in mature stands. CWD rises in late succession

as mortality from the regenerated stand increases, then levels off when

mortality and decomposition reach a "steady-state".

The fire regimes in the study areas I examined were distinguished in

previous studies on the basis of fire frequency and severity (Teensma 1987,

Morrison and Swanson 1990, Connelly and Kertis 1992). One regime has

infrequent, high severity fires. Here the mean fire return interval is over 300

years, and the oldest trees are over 450 years old originating from stand-

replacing fires that occurred during drought periods in the 1500s. This regime

occurs in cool, moist environments, such as on north-facing slopes and

headwaters and the fires create large patch sizes of single-aged cohort

stands. The second regime exhibits more frequent, mixed-severity fire. Here,

the fire severity ranges from low to moderate, creating a mosaic of small

patches with multiple disturbance cohorts of shade tolerant tree species within

single stands. The mean fire return interval is 95 to 150 years with a mean of



about 120 years. Some trees survive these fires, but stands more frequently

experience fire, and the oldest trees are only about 200 years old. This

regime occurs on south-facing slopes and south-facing drainages.

There are several questions of interest in this study. Do the CWD

levels differ in the two fire regimes? How have CWD levels been affected by

fire severity and frequency? How do the factors that control CWD vary by fire

regime?

My research included collection and analysis of field data, and

development of a simulation model. The first step was to develop a

conceptual model of how CWD is affected by different fire regimes. The

second step was field sampling of trees, snags, and downed logs, in areas

with two different fire regimes, to test the conceptual model. I analyzed the

field data to determine and compare the average mass and variation of CWD

in the two fire regimes. CWD was characterized by species and distribution

with respect to decay class. Stand and age structures were characterized to

determine how fire severity and frequency influence CWD mass in areas

representing the two regimes. Third, I developed a simple, mass-budget

model and did a comparative analysis of field data and model results. Fourth,

I used this model to better understand the dynamics of CWD with regard to

fire regime, and to provide a more general depiction of regime differences.

There are several advantages to an approach that combines field data

and modeling. CWD changes considerably through time and the stands in the

study area represent a limited successional sample (primarily 120 to 300

years since the last fire). A model of the processes that affect GWD allows us

to consider how CWD mass changes through time and CWD succession,

including a much broader range of conditions than can be observed in the

field. It also facilitates estimating CWD levels in stages of succession that do

not currently exist because of the limited number of fires in the past.

This thesis is organized around the subject areas needed to

understand the effect of fire regime on CWD: fire history establishes the
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temporal pattern, decomposition and fire consumption of CWD are the

processes that reduce CWD, and forest growth and mortality are the

processes of input. Chapter 2 states the research objectives and the

hypotheses that guided my research. Chapter 3 provides background

information on fire history and CWD from the literature. Chapter 4 describes

the physical setting, vegetation, and fire history of the study area. Chapter 5

describes how the field data were gathered and used with the model. Chapter

6 describes how the model was constructed, tested, and used to examine the

research questions. Chapter 7 compares the results of the field and model

data for CWD mass, site productivity, tree biomass and stand structure,

mortality, decomposition, fuel consumption and fire killed biomass. Chapter 8

integrates the field data and model output, explains similarities and

discrepancies between model and field results, and considers how CWD

appears to be influenced by each factor examined.



CHAPTER 2: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

OBJECTIVES

This study had two objectives. First, to determine how much CWD

currently exists within stands that are known to have had two different fire

regimes during their history. This was determined by characterizing fire regimes

and measuring CWD mass in a field study. Second, to investigate how fire

frequency and severity affect the amount of CWD for sites experiencing these

two different fire regimes. This was done by 1) examining data on tree biomass,

CWD mass, and site productivity collected in the field, 2) estimating growth,

decomposition and mortality rates from the field data for the two fire regimes,

and 3) comparing these estimates to model results. I then employed the model

to understand how fire frequency and severity, stand growth and development,

decomposition and mortality rates, and fuel consumption may have affected the

CWD levels observed in the field, and to investigate how each of these factors

may have affected the CWD mass in the two regimes.

Several exploratory questions were addressed using the model: How do

the processes and components that are responsible for variations in CWD differ

between the two fire regimes? To what extent do each of those variables

influence CWD mass over time? What do model results demonstrate about

decomposition and mortality rates for CWD measured in the field? How do the

pulses of CWD fire input vary between regimes with different fire frequency and

severity?

HYPOTHESES

Three hypotheses guided my work on the amount of CWD mass found in

the sampling areas, and how the CWD level may have varied during succession

for each fire regime:

5



There is no significant difference in the total CWD biomass

between the two fire regimes (null hypothesis).

Fire disturbance is an important factor in CWD accumulation and,

therefore, differences in fire severity and frequency are expected to result in

differences in CWD mass. Although the factors that control coarse woody debris

mass vary between fire regimes, their combined effects may offset each other.

Thus, the differences in CWD mass in different fire regimes may be slight (Figure

2.1). One basis for rejecting the null hypothesis would be finding statistically

significant differences in amounts of CWD mass between the two fire regimes.

The range in CWD mass (highest and lowest Mg/ha) through time

is greater for stands representing the infrequent, stand-replacing fire

regime than for stands representing the moderate frequency, lower

severity fire regime.

Differences between maximum and minimum values of CWD levels are

largest in the infrequent, stand-replacing fire regime, with maximum occurring

immediately following a fire event and minimum occurring about 100 years after

a stand-replacement fire. In the infrequent, stand-replacing fire regime, the cycle

of fire input of CWD is long and CWD pulse from fire mortality plays a significant

role. Trees grow for a few hundred years between fire events and reach maturity

and the old-growth state. Late in succession, CWD mass reaches a balance

between mortality and decomposition. In the moderate-frequency, mixed-

severity fire regime, the fire input of CWD is more frequent and the CWD

accumulation from fire mortality is smaller than the high severity, stand-replacing

fire regime. Trees grow for only an average of 120 years between fire events,

and many trees survive the mixed-severity fires, so the accumulation of CWD

mass from fire mortality is lower than the stand-replacing regime, but occurs

more often.

6



Figure 2.1. Components that lead to fire regimes having different CWD mass
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3) CWD mass is more evenly distributed among decomposition

classes through time in the higher frequency, mixed-severity regime

than in the infrequent, stand-replacing regime.

The higher frequency, mixed-severity fire regime has more frequent

fires and, thus, a more uniform recruitment of CWD over time. Consequently,

these sampling areas should have a broader mix of fresh and older wood. In

contrast, the stand-replacing fire regime should have more CWD in the fresh

decomposition classes, if fires have been recent. As time passes, this CWD

should progress through the decomposition classes, and if enough time has

passed since the sampling areas with the stand-replacing regime have had a

fire, the CWD will be normally distributed among decomposition classes, with

the greatest mass in the middle stages of decomposition, as described using

the null model by Harmon etal. (1986).

8



CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW

FIRE HISTORY AND FOREST STAND DEVELOPMENT

Knowledge of the extent, frequency, and intensity of forest

disturbances is fundamental to the interpretation of forest stand and

landscape dynamics. This knowledge is necessary for predicting the role of

future disturbances (Hemstrom and Franklin, 1982), including the effects of

forest management and other human activities. The effect of fire on forest

landscapes is not easily characterized since effects vary with fire

frequency, intensity, and extent. Tree mortality depends on these factors

and the age and composition of stands. This section of the literature

review examines the fire events and fire regimes of the Pacific Northwest,

and presents a brief summary of fire regimes in the Washington and

Oregon Cascade Mountain Range.

Natural fires west of the Oregon and Washington Cascade Crest are

usually described as infrequent and catastrophic, consisting of severe

crown fires which usually kill all of the trees in the stand (Munger 1940,

Agee 1991). The marine influence on weather, with mild temperatures and

highly-seasonal, abundant moisture, leads to both a high accumulation of

flammable biomass and periodic hot and dry weather. Large fires during

the post-European settlement period were important historic events in the

Pacific Northwest that prompted an image of catastrophic, stand-replacing

wildfires which remains today.

Recent fire history studies, however, provide a more complex picture

of wildfire, and Kilgore (1981) places Douglas-fir forests of the Pacific

Northwest into a category of "variable regime: frequent, low-intensity

surface fires, and long return interval, stand-replacing fires (100- to 300-

year intervals)," using a classification based on Heinselman (1973). This is

supported in studies in the west central Cascades where Stewart (1986)

9
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observed fires that occurred more frequently and were less destructive than

had previously been characterized. Teensma (1987) suggested that

repeated burning, much at low intensity, probably caused multiple age-

classes recorded in individual stands. Yamaguchi (1986) reported multiple

fires in the southern, western Cascades of Washington, where fire was

most frequent during a 150 year period of initial stand development and

then decreased dramatically.

Forest fire sets back succession to varying degrees. Even after

intense, catastrophic fires in mature forests, a substantial legacy of

structures, species, and organic material is carried over into the

regenerating stand. These young stands are highly flammable and are

particularly susceptible to wildfire during their first 75 to 100 years (Franklin

and Hemstrom 1981, Agee and Huff 1987). When fire reburns such

stands, it is often very intense, consuming much more material than the

original burn. After wildfire, stands are more open, and fuels rapidly

become dry due to the change in microclimate including increased solar

radiation and wind, both of which can increase the rate of desiccation and

the rate of spread of a fire (Huff, 1995).

Dominance of Douglas-fir in the forests of the Pacific Northwest is

believed to be primarily due to interaction of fire disturbance and longevity

of Douglas-fir, as fire is the only agent which exposes large areas of

mineral soil, the optimal Douglas-fir seedbed. While Douglas-fir can live for

more than a millennium, it generally does not reproduce in its own shade,

nor in that of its principal associates, western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla)

and Pacific silver fir (Abies amabilis). Douglas-fir is relatively fire resistant

and, consequently, fire scars and regeneration cohorts of Douglas-fir can

be used to date fire events.



Fire Regimes

A goal in studying fire or other disturbance is to discern a fire regime

from a history of disturbance events by examining the controls on

disturbance processes across a variety of environments. An understanding

of controls of topography, microclimate, and other factors can be used to

interpret the frequency, severity, and spatial patterns of wildfire for past

millennia from dendrochronology-based history of fire that may span

centuries (Agee, 1993).

Mean fire return intervals (MFRI) and natural fire rotations (NFR) are

two measures that help characterize different types of fire regimes.

Heinselman (1973) defines natural fire rotation as the time necessary for

fires with a given frequency to burn an area equivalent to the size of the

study area. Van Wagner (1968) calculates a fire frequency based on the

aerial distribution of currently existing age classes, which are derived from

site specific data, aerial photos, and mapped reconstruction of burned

areas using current age-class structure on the landscape.

In the case of infrequent fire regimes, calculation of a fire return

interval is less meaningful than where more frequent fires occur (Agee,

1993). In areas of extremely long fire rotations, some locations do not burn

for long periods of time and substantial climatic changes may occur within

this time frame, which creates difficulties in using past fire history to predict

present or future fire regimes. Records are rarely long enough, regular

enough, or over large enough area to infer the pattern of fire for these types

of fire regimes (Hemstrom and Franklin, 1982).

Fire North to South in the Cascade Range

Fire regimes in the Pacific Northwest follow broad regional trends,

with generally stand-replacing fires and low fire frequencies farthest north.

Moisture, ignition, and fire spread characteristics can vary greatly within

11
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short distances, and even within a given area, fire frequency and severity

have differed over past centuries (Table 3.1).

Fire severity is highest in the north Cascades and more mixed and

moderate in the central Oregon Cascades and southern Oregon (Table

3.1). Cool, wet environments have the longest mean fire return intervals

(Hemstrom and Franklin 1982, Agee and Flewelling 1983, Klopsch 1985).

Somewhat drier areas show a mixed regime of catastrophic and lower

severity fire (Means 1982, Teensma 1987, Morrison and Swanson 1990)

where fire rotations are about 100 years, and both multiple and single age-

cohort stands are often found. The driest areas west of the Cascades with

Douglas-fir dominance show moderate severity fire with frequency on the

order of 20 years (Atzet etal. 1988).

The fire regimes of my study area span much of the range of fire

regimes found in the Washington and Oregon Cascade Mountain Range.

Regionally fire return intervals range from >400 years in the north Cascade

Range to 20 years in southern Oregon. The fire regimes in my study area

range from stand-replacing fires with frequencies >300 years, to mixed-

severity fire fires with frequencies >95 years.

THE DYNAMICS OF COARSE WOODY DEBRIS

Effect of Disturbance, Decomposition, and Mortality

The recognition that high levels of dead wood are found in young natural

stands is fairly recent. The misperception that CWD was scarce or absent in

young stands may have occurred because of the dominance of old-field

succession studies in ecology, or simply a lack of awareness of woody debris

due to its low value as an economic resource. Few studies have linked fire

history with coarse woody debris. Large amounts of dead wood are carried

over from the previous stand, retaining an important structural feature as a



Table 3.1 Summary of fire history studies in the western Oregon and Washington Cascade Mountain Range.

Location and
Author

Forest Type and
Relationship to Landform.

Fire
Record

Fire Return Interval Fire Severity Stand Development Periods of
Widespread Fires

Desolation
Peak, WA (Agee
etal. 1990)

Ponderosa Pine-Douglas-fir:
(SW aspects)
Lodgepole pine-Douglas-fir:
(other aspects)
Douglas-fir-Grandfir: (low
elev. draws)
Douglas-fir-Western-hemlock:
(N aspects)
Douglas-fir-Pacific silver fir

Lodgepole pine-Pacific silver
fir:

From
1573

Low

Low

93 yr.

137 yr.

108 yr.

109 yr.

Ponderosa
Pine-Douglas-
fir: lowest.

Lodgepole
pine-Douglas-
fir forests: low

Douglas-fir-
Noble fir:
protected in
draws

1600-1699: 100 yr.
Natural fire rotation

1800-1899: 60 yr.
Natural fire rotation

1700-1799: 208 yr.
Natural fire rotation

1900-1985: 103 yr.
Natural fire rotation

Mount Rainier,
WA) (Hemstrom
and Franklin
1982)

Douglas-fir-Western hemlock,
Grand fir, White fir.

Oldest stands on N slopes,
valley bottoms and alluvial
terraces.

More frequent burns on W
aspects and areas of low
topographic relief

From
1300

306-434 yr. High. Fuel
accumulations
are high.

When large
fires occur,
they are
intense,

Even-aged after
large catastrophic
fire.

No recognizable
cohort after small
scale patch
disturbance or partial
mortality in large
stands.

1300's fires
correspond with
major drought (Keen,
1937).

Increased fire 1850-
1900.

After 1900 fire
frequency decreased

Olympic
Mountains (Huff,
1995)

Douglas-fir-Western hemlock.
Wet forest types

From
1295

>400 yr. High.
Individual
trees or groups
of trees
survived in
topographicall
y moist areas,
and
discontinuous
fuels.

Douglas-fir and
western hemlock in
early sere. Western
hemlock numerically
dominants
throughout the sere,
especially in late-
successional forests.

1490s and 1690s.



Table 3.1 continued. Summary of fire history studies in the western Oregon and Washington Cascade Mountain Range.

Location and
Author

Forest Type and
Relationship to Landform.

Fire
Record

Fire Return Interval Fire Severity Stand Development Periods of
Widespread Fires

Siouxon Burn,
SW Cascades
WA (Gray, 1990)

Western hemlock & Pacific
silver fir

From
1478

>200 yr. Stand establishment
was rapid creating
even-aged (10-30 yr.
range) cohorts of
PSME and ABPR.

*Central Oregon
Cascades
(Teensma,
1987)

Douglas-fir-Western hemlock

Dry Western hemlock
(Cook Quentin)

Wet Western hemlock
(Lookout)

From
1435

Total Aye: 96 yr.
Stand-replacing 150
yr.

Total Aye:
160 yr.
Stand-replacing 223
yr.

Mixed.
Range from
low severity to
stand-
replacing.

*Central Oregon
Cascades
(Morrison and
Swanson, 1990)

Western hemlock & Pacific
silver fir and the transition
zone between them

From
1500

Mean 120 yr.
Range 95-145 yr.

Mixed. Low
to moderate
severity,

Stand-replacing
patches: narrow age
spread. Abundant
seed source.
Douglas-fir
regenerates in gaps.
>2 age classes.

In repeated low fire
severity burn
patches, fire sensitive
spp. are less
abundant and are
younger.

Evidence of fires
1150-1220.

Frequent fires
1490-1580.



Table 3.1 continued. Summary of fire history studies in the western Oregon and Washington Cascade Mountain Range.

*Fire Studies included in this research project.

-
01

Location and
Author

Forest Type and
Relationship to Landform.

Fire
Record

Fire Return Interval Fire Severity Stand Development Periods of
Widespread Fires

*Central Oregon
Cascades
(Means, 1980)

Douglas-firlWestern redcedar
and
Douglas-fir-Western hemlock,
(Dry Douglas-fir forests).
Southeast to west aspects.

From
1530

103 yr. Mixed.
Moderate
severity to
Stand-
replacing
fires.

Long regeneration
period (60-1 50 yr.)
sometimes truncated
by subsequent fires.

1703, 1850, 1914.

*Central Oregon
Cascades
(Connelly and
Kertis, 1992)

Douglas-fir-Western hemlock
and
Western hemlock-Pacific
silver fir

Dry Western hemlock
(Chucksney)

Wet western hemlock
(Augusta)

From
1450

49-53 yr.

204 yr.

Mixed. Low
severity to
stand-
replacing.

Most trees <200 yr. of
age. Typically 2 age
class. Much
regeneration since
1920 fire

Frequent in 1500 &
1800s.

Less in 1700s

Almost absent 1600

South West
Oregon
(Atzet 1988)

Douglas-fir
On Coast

Crest of Coast Range

Inland

From
1800 90 yr.

50 yr.

20 yr.

High.

Moderate.

Vanable.

1917, 1938, 1987.
(shorter fire record)
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legacy from the previous stand (Hansen et al. 1991). Massive boles of the

fire-killed trees are typically not consumed (Sandberg and Ottmar 1983,

Brown etal. 1985, Reinhardt etal. 1991), and this material persists over

time as the replacing stand begins to provide woody debris of comparable

size.

Trees that died before or during a catastrophic disturbance are the

primary source of coarse woody debris for the first hundred years or more

after fire (Harmon etal. 1986). A major stand-replacing fire in an old-

growth stand, for example, would result in high mortality that would convert

hundreds of Mg/ha (Grier and Logan 1977, Hemstrom and Franklin 1982,

Agee and Huff 1987) of live trees to dead wood while consuming relatively

little material. This may input close to 500 Mg/ha (Spies et al. 1988). A

stand-replacing fire also leaves some CWD that was present before the

disturbance (Harmon etal. 1986). For the 30 or 40 years following the fire,

decomposition reduces CWD by more than 50 percent, but amounts would

still be high because of the large input from the fire. The quantity of CWD

appears to reach its lowest point at about year 100 following a catastrophic

fire (Spies et al. 1988). A third source of CWD input is that added by the

stand growing after the disturbance including mortality from wind, insects,

competition and wood rot. In an undisturbed old-growth forest, normal

mortality is probably between 2.5 Mg/ha/yr (Sollins 1982, Franklin etal.

1987) and 5.8 Mg/ha/yr (Grier and Logan, 1977), but may be as low as 0.3

Mg/ha/yr in a younger forest (Spies et al. 1988) (Table 3.2). Cumulatively,

this would add hundreds of Mg/ha of CWD within a few hundred years

(Harmon etal. 1986), but the material from post-fire trees is initially small

(first 50-80 years) and may decompose rapidly.



Table 3.2. Estimates of CWD stores and rates in western Oregon and
Washington forests.

PSME (Pseudotsuga-menziesii), TSH E (Tsuga heterophylla), P1 SI (Picea
sitchensis)
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Forest Type Units Location Reference

Pacific NW Forests
1ng!ha

TSHE-PSME Old-growth
(OG)

192.0 OR Cascades Grier and Logan, 1977

TSHE-PSME OG 359.0 OR Cascades Means, 1992
TSHE-PSME OG 200.0 Cascades Franklin and Waring, 1980
TSHE-PSME Young-OG 174.0 OR, WA

Cascades/Coast
Spies etal. 1988

TSHE-PSME Young-OG. 135.0 OR, WA Cascades Sollins, 1982
TSHE-PSME OG 174.0 OR, WA Cascades Spies and Franklin, 1990
TSHE-PSME Mature 85.0 OR, WA Cascades Spies and Franklin, 1990

TSHE-PSME Young 137.0 OR, WA Cascades Spies and Franklin, 1990

PISI-TSHE Mature 212.0 OR Coast Grier, 1978

PISI-TSHE OG 140.0 Olympics Graham and Cromack, 1982

FireCreated CWD Mae Mg/ha
TSHE-PSME OG 800.0 OR Cascades Grier and Logan, 1977
TSHE-PSME Young-OG 1000.0 Olympics Agee and Huff, 1987

TSHE-PSME Young-OG 500.0 OR, WA Spies etal. 1988
Cascades/Coast

PISI-TSHE Mature 570.0 OR Coast Harcombe etal. 1990
PISI-TSHE Mature-OG 760.0 OR Coast Harcombe etal. 1990

PISI-TSHE Young 300.0 OR Coast LHarcombe etaL 1990
Decampasifion Rate
(respiration and
JeachIng

year

TSHE-PSME Young-OG. 0.018 Cascades/Coast Sollins, 1982

TSHE-PSME Young-OG 0.020 Olympics Agee and Huff, 1987

TSHE-PSME Young-OG 0.029 Cascades/Coast Spies et al. 1988

PISI-TSHE OG 0.012 Olympics Graham and Cromack, 1982

PISI-TSHE Mature 0.012 OR Coast & Grier, 1978
Olympics

Mortality Rate (New
mass

accumulat1on

ryur

TSHE-PSME OG 0.007 Pacific Northwest Grier and Logan, 1977

TSHE-PSME Young-OG 0.001 OR, WA Cascades Spies et al. 1988

TSHE-PSME Young-OG 0.001 OR, WA Coast Spies etal. 1988
PISI-TSHE Mature-OG 0.004 OR Coast Harcombe etal. 1990

PlSl-TSHE Mature-OG 0.008 OR Coast Harcombe etal. 1990

PISI-TSHE Young 0.003 OR Coast Harcombe etal. 1990
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While the occurrence of reburns in young stands is not well

understood, they could have a significant effect on CWD. A reburn during

the early successional stage may kill trees surviving the first fire and result

in low amounts of CWD later in the mid-successional stages of the

subsequent stand. CWD would remain low until mortality of the large,

mature trees in older stands produce CWD as the stand approaches the

old-growth stage.

Fuel conditions change in type and quantity as snags and downed

logs vary through the life of a stand. Studies on this topic often use

chronosequence and modeling approaches to predict quantities of CWD

and project the mass or volume of snags and downed logs, the

decomposition rates, and the stand structure through time. Early analyses

of fuel succession noted the importance of the amounts and distribution of

CWD in natural stands. A chronosequence of nine stands in the Cascade

Range of Oregon and Washington revealed a slight trend toward greater

absolute amounts of CWD and a higher ratio of dead to live organic matter

with increasing stand age, however, the analysis failed to account for the

initial, large abundance of CWD following a disturbance such as fire

(Franklin and Waring, 1980). Triska and Cromack (1980) similarly

assumed a nearly bare forest floor after fire and modeled an increasing

accumulation of woody debris as stands age. They predicted that

accumulation of CWD resulted from natural thinning as canopy closure

occurred in young stands. Ground fires, wind throw, and individual log

input contributed trunks of large individual trees over an extended period.

Later studies recognized two sources of dead and decaying wood, mortality

of mature trees and the self thinning of newly regenerating forests, in

chronosequences from firwaves in a subalpine forest in the White
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Mountains, New Hampshire (Lambert et al. 1980). A hypothesized version

of the effect of fire and decay through time was summarized in Harmon et

al. (1986) with estimates of potential input from one intense fire. Gore and

Patterson (1985), Agee and Huff (1987), and Spies etal. (1988) further

examined post-disturbance input of CWD from previous stands and the

effect on amounts of CWD through time. These studies have shown the

input of CWD as a consequence of the growth of live biomass and its

subsequent mortality.

The other side of the equation, and equally important, is

decomposition. Differences in wood decomposition rates are controlled by

differences in species, moisture, and temperature. Log diameter and

resistance to decay also influence the distribution of CWD in decay classes,

such as in stands of extremely large, decay-resistant tree species (Harmon

et al. 1986). Decomposition rates have been examined in a number of

studies. Estimates of decay rate constants (respiration and leaching) for

stands range from a low of 0.02/year for old-growth forests (Agee and Huff,

1987) to 0.029/year (Spies et al. 1988) for young and old-growth forests in

Oregon and Washington (Table 3.2). Factors which affect log

decomposition, but are difficult to measure, include environmental (climatic)

conditions and the presence of pathogens and decay in the wood before

the tree dies. Thus, not all logs newly recruited begin as undecomposed

material and this affects the accuracy of decay rate estimates (Means et al.

1985). Estimates for residence time in decay classes have been reported

in a few studies (Table 3.3).



Table 3.3. Estimated residence time (years) in decay classes for large
downed logs and standing snags.
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Given a lack of catastrophic disturbance over many decades a

"steady state" of CWD input and decomposition occurs, and the mortality

and decomposition rates result in a normal, bell-shaped curve where the

highest levels of CWD are in decay class 3 and the lowest amounts are in

decay classes I and 2 (see Chapter 5 for description of decay classes).

The reason for the distribution, described with a null model by Harmon et

al. (1986), is that non-fire mortality is fairly consistent over long time spans,

but the decay classes are logarithmic in length of time. Therefore CWD

remains the shortest time in the first class and longer in each subsequent

class. The net end result is that the amount of CWD in middle stages of

decomposition are the greatest.

Biomass loss by canopy tree mortality should be low when trees are

small and widely spaced, and increase in young and mature stands as

suppression mortality increases. Late in succession, stands begin to break

up due to thinning effects, small-scale disturbances, or natural tree

senescence at which time biomass loss due to tree morality should reach a

maximum. Following that, mortality loss might remain constant, fluctuate,

Decomposition
Class

Pseudotsuga
menziesll Logs

(Means et al.

Abies
concolor Logs
(Harmon et al.

Snags
(Cline, et al.

1980)
1985) 1987)

1 7 13 0-6
2 17 37 7-18
3 33 19-50

4 82 51-125

5 219 126+
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or decline, depending on the temporal and spatial scale of disturbance

patterns relative to the size of the sample, the pattern of thinning mortality,

the longevity of the component species, and the synchrony of canopy tree

death.

Tree mortality rates are not easily measured because tree death loss

is highly variable in time and space. Mortality occurs in small patches

relative to the size of area commonly sampled for making estimates of

production and bole mass. Patterns of biomass change through time are

usually inferred from chronosequences and subject to confounding factors,

because samples are taken at a variety of places meant to represent one

location at various points in time. Mortality loss may fluctuate by 30 to 50

percent from one measurement period to the next, but it remains a small

fraction of the biomass of late-successional stands (Harcombe et al. 1990).

ConsumDtion of Woody Fuels

Estimates of woody fuel consumption are most commonly used to

describe fire prescription targets, but provide estimates of CWD reduction

during fire events as well. Consumption of woody fuel is often described as

the percentage of preburn fuel quantities consumed, especially for

evaluating prescribed fire effects. It may be predicted initially as average

diameter reduction of woody pieces and then converted to percentage

volume reduction or fuel loading reduction (Reinhardt et al. 1991). An

overview of research on fuel consumption reveals that consumption of large

woody fuel by fire ranges from about 45 percent for rotten material to 29

percent for sound material and averages about 33 percent for all materials

(Brown etal. 1985). In underburning of natural fuels, moisture content and
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loading of smaller fuels were significant predictors of large fuel

consumption (Brown et al. 1985).

Determining which variables best predict fuel reduction is difficult

and has been the topic of several studies. Brown et al. (1985) found that

the most important independent variables for predicting diameter reduction

and percent volume reduction were large fuel moisture content, and

preburn diameter. Equations for percentage volume reduction generally

were less precise than for diameter reduction. Moisture content alone was

not strongly related to either diameter reduction or volume reduction.

Diameter reduction of large fuel pieces was positively related to preburn

diameter and negatively related to measured moisture content.

Reinhardt etal. (1991) found that on an individual piece basis,

reduction of diameter and volume of large logs by fire was highly variable

and only weakly correlated with preburn diameter, moisture content,

presence or absence of bark, or distance to nearest neighboring log.

Consumption of rotten material was greater than for sound and, although

the moisture content of rotten logs averaged 31 percent higher than sound

logs, the average diameter reduction was 4.06 cm greater. Totally rotten

pieces burned more completely than partially rotten pieces.

The consumption of small woody fuels is more consistent and

considerably greater than that of large woody fuel. Consumption was 94

percent for 0 to 2.53 cm diameter fuel and 81 percent for 2.54 to 7.62 cm

diameter fuel. The consumption was not related to season of burn or

treatment or to measured moisture content of any fuel component, but it

was positively correlated to duff depth consumption and percentage of duff

consumed (Reinhardt etal. 1991). Brown etal. (1985) found that
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consumption of small woody fuels averaged 94 percent for the 0 to 2.5 cm

diameter class and 81 percent for the 2.5 to 7.6 cm diameter class.



CHAPTER 4: STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION

The field study was conducted in two locations in the west central

Oregon Cascades where fire histories had been previously examined by

Teensma (1987), Morrison and Swanson (1990), and Connelly and Kertis

(1992). In each location, two sampling areas were established--one in

stands that have an infrequent, stand-replacing fire regime and the other in

stands with a more frequent, mixed-severity fire regime. The study

examined representative stands in two fire regimes, as described in the fire

history studies.

LOCATION

The study area is centered at 122.30°W latitude and 44°N longitude,

on the Willamette National Forest near the town of Blue River, Oregon.

Two areas were sampled that are 35 km apart and lie north and south of

the Mckenzie River (Figure 4.1).

In the northern area, stands along Lookout Ridge, Blue River Ridge,

and the Cook and Quentin Creek basins were sampled in and near the H.

J. Andrews Experimental Forest. A stand-replacing fire regime has been

described for Lookout Mountain (Teensma, 1987). This study site includes

the north-facing slope of Lookout Ridge from Frissel Point to Blue River

Reservoir, most of which has north to northwest slopes and high ridges. A

more frequent, mixed-severity fire regime was described for the Cook-

Quentin Creek basins (Morrison and Swanson, 1990). This site lies in a

major south draining watershed with steep dissected topography, deep V-

shaped valleys and sharp ridges. The average elevation here is 820

meters and the sampled stands range from 622 to 975 meters.

24



Figure 4.1. Location map of study area.
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The southern area is within the Augusta Creek watershed. It

includes upper Augusta and Grasshopper Creeks, and the ridgetop and

south-facing slopes of Chucksney Mountain and the lower portion of

Chucksney Ridge, near the confluence of Augusta Creek and the South

Fork of the McKenzie River. Elevations range from 658 meters along the

South Fork of the McKenzie River to the highest point of 1756 meters at

Chucksney Mountain. Connelly and Kertis (1992) observed a stand-

replacing fire regime in the area of highly dissected slopes of Augusta and

Grasshopper Creeks and their numerous tributaries. These ravines

generally face north, northwest and northeast, and the upper headwall

areas are distinctive U-shaped valleys, probably resulting from small valley

glaciers extending part way down the canyons during the Pleistocene

glacial periods. Sampled stands range in elevation from 945 to 1433

meters. A more frequent, mixed-severity fire regime was identified on

Chucksney Ridge which has a southwest aspect, is narrow near the top

with numerous rock outcrops, and becomes a gentle ridge between the

confluence of Augusta Creek and the South Fork of the Mckenzie River.

The sampled stands range in elevation from 731 to 1494 meters.

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

The study area has long, wet winters and relatively dry, warm

summers, typical of the west side of the Oregon Cascades and Coast

Range. The average annual temperature is 9.5° C at 430 meters elevation

and precipitation is 2400 mm per year with more than 70% falling from

November through March. Precipitation is markedly affected by elevation,

with 30-40% more precipitation at 1500 meters than at 600 meters. A

transient snow zone occurs between 400 and 1200 meters with

precipitation falling mainly as rain at lower elevations.
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The area is characterized by moderate to steep (20 to 100 percent)

slopes which locally include terrace, bench, saddle, and ridgeline

topographic features. Rock outcrops are noticeable features of the

landscape, occurring most frequently below the ridgelines and along tertiary

tributaries. The main creeks (Augusta, Lookout, Cook, and Quentin) wind

their way from headwaters in the mountains through an irregular pattern of

dissected ridges and valleys before entering the McKenzie River.

The rugged topographic landforms are the result of glacial and mass

wasting, and fluvial and chemical weathering processes eroding the

underlying western Cascade volcanic bedrock. The geological foundation

is comprised of basaltic and andesitic flow rock, pyroclastic tuffs and

breccias, tuff breccias of mudflow origin, and volcanic sedimentary rocks of

mid to late Miocene age, classified as the Sardine Formation. Inceptisols

are the most common soil order in the study area, followed by Alfisols with

lesser amounts of Ultisols and Entisols (Legard and Meyer, 1973). These

landforms have been deeply etched by glacial erosion and stream scouring

during the Pliocene and Pleistocene eras. Localized landslides and

surface erosion on the steep slopes have further sculptured the rugged

appearance of the area (Orr et al. 1992).

FIRE HISTORY OF THE STUDY AREA

In the western Cascade Mountains of Oregon fire initiation and

spread are promoted by climate in the form of summer thunderstorms when

periodic, summer, east winds bring dry air from the high desert east of the

Cascade Range. Fire is most frequent on slopes with south aspects or on

ridges, at higher elevations, and areas exposed to east winds. Fire is least

frequent at lower elevations, in valley bottoms and streamsides, and in

areas protected from east winds (Teensma, 1987).



Stand-Replacing Fire Regime: Lookout and Augusta

The Lookout area has an infrequent, stand-replacing fire regime

(Teensma, 1987). Forest canopies are dominated by a mixture of old-

growth (400-500 year old) and mature Douglas-fir. Ridgetops burn most

frequently, north aspects and valley bottoms the least. Mean fire return

intervals tend to be shorter at upper elevations. Since the area is oriented

to the north and most fires occur during infrequent drought periods, the

mean fire return interval is relatively long (Teensma, 1987).

Stands in the north-facing headwaters of Augusta and Grasshopper

Creeks are primarily mature and old-growth, 200 to 500 years old. The

predominant age class is 400-450 years with some 550 years old trees.

Stand structure is simple and patch sizes are large. There is some

evidence of low to intermediate severity fire episodes that caused some

small-patch stand-replacement in restricted pockets. Younger-aged

cohorts range between 109-350 years of age. This wide age range may

indicate the occurrence of periodic underburns within the area, or other

natural gap regeneration processes. Fire scars were found on tree stumps

in clearcuts where little to no regeneration of Douglas-fir was observed.

This suggests that underburns have been important in maintaining an old-

age Douglas-fir composition in some areas by removing shade tolerant and

fire sensitive western hemlock and western redcedar (Thuja plicata)

(Connelly and Kertis, 1992).

Mixed-Severity Fire Regime: Chucksney and Cook-Quentin

South-facing slopes of Chucksney Mountain are associated with a

more frequent, mixed-severity fire regime (Connelly and Kertis, 1992). The

stands have multiple age cohorts with two age classes usually present at

any sample point. Most trees are younger than 200 years of age and many

have fire scars. About one third of the area is covered with trees that
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established after the 1920 fire episode which appears to have been fairly

severe. The number of old trees (400-500 years) is very low.

The stands in Cook-Quentin Creeks are primarily 100 to 200 years

old. For this area, a natural fire rotation of about 120 years over the last

five centuries was determined (Morrison and Swanson, 1990). On Blue

River Ridge, included in the Cook-Quentin sampling area, Teensma (1987)

estimated a natural fire rotation of 100 years over the last five centuries.

Fires were primarily of low severity (sites with scar dates only) to moderate

severity (sites with origin dates resulting from the fire as well as earlier fires)

(Morrison and Swanson, 1990).

Although the Cook-Quentin sampling area is composed primarily of

stands where western hemlock is the climax species, it includes a few

stands on hot, dry sites where Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) is

climax. Here, the overstory is dominated by Douglas-fir and the

understories are dominated by Douglas-fir, western hemlock, and incense

cedar. Means (1980) found three major age cohorts in an intensive sample

plot in the Cook-Quentin area. The first was a broad age cohort, or

perhaps several indistinguishable cohorts which became established 230 to

410 years ago. These trees are not always the largest diameter dominants.

The second was a more distinct age cohort (133 to 195 years old) that

became established following a fire 195 years prior to the time of this study.

The youngest cohort was 50 to 133 years old and followed a widespread

fire that occurred approximately 133 years before the sampling date.



VEGETATION

The sampled stands are primarily within the Western Hemlock

Forest Vegetation Zone (670-1067 meters), although some upper

elevation plots in the Augusta and Lookout sampling areas fell in the

ecotone between the Western Hemlock Zone and the adjacent Pacific

Silver Fir Zone (1 067-1 676 meters) (Franklin and Dyrness 1988). The

Cook-Quentin and Chucksney sampling areas are drier and slightly warmer

than Augusta and Lookout. Field sampling included all parts of the

moisture and temperature gradients in the Western Hemlock Zone,

although it did not include all conditions found in the central Cascade

Mountains described by Zobel etal. (1976) (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2. Vegetation along temperature and moisture gradients for the
central western Cascade Mountain Range (Dyrness et al. 1974, Zobel et al.
1976). Shaded boxes are plant associations sampled in the study area.
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Western hemlock and western redcedar trees are present in large

numbers, and are the climax species (Dyrness et al. 1974, Zobel et al.

1976) with the exception of very dry sites where Douglas-fir is climax

(Means, 1982). The major seral tree species, Douglas-fir, forms extensive

stands, some of which have been undisturbed by fire for 400 to 800 years,

and a few Douglas-fir per hectare remain. Western hemlock vary in size

and age and dominate the subcanopy and regeneration layers and

overstory in the oldest stands. Usually western hemlock begins to be more

prominent in the canopy as Douglas-fir mortality opens up the stand at age

100 to 200 years. Western redcedar is common along moist, lower slopes,

whereas chinquapin (Castanopsis chrysoiphylla) and sugar pine (Pinus

lambertiana) are restricted to dry, upper slopes and ridgetops. Other widely

distributed tree species include pacific yew (Taxus brevifolia), Pacific

dogwood (Cornus nuttallii), and bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum). The

major understory species range from swordfern (Polystichum munitum) and

oxalis (Oxalis ore gana) on wet sites to ocean spray (Holodiscus discolor)

and salal (Gaultheria shaion) on dry sites. Understory species, such as

Pacific rhododendron (Rhododendron macrophyllum) and Oregon grape

(Berbens neivosa), occur on more modal sites. Of the stands in the study

area, PseudotsugalHolodiscus occupies the driest sites and the

Tsuga/Po!ystichum-Oxa!is plant association occupies the wettest sites. Of

the more commonly occurring communities situated on modal sites, the

TsugalRhododendronlBerberis often is most abundant, and occurs on

relatively gentle slopes.

A few sites in the study area fell in the upper, cooler portion of the

Western Hemlock Zone, referred to as the transition zone between the

Western Hemlock and Pacific Silver Fir Zones (Dryness etal. 1974,

Stewart, 1986). In this transition zone, western hemlock and subalpine fir

may both assume a climax role (Franklin and Dyrness, 1988). The forests

of the mid elevation (1000-1300 m) are dominated by Douglas-fir with a



lower, multilayered canopy composed primarily of the western hemlock,

Pacific silver fir, and locally abundant western redcedar (Franklin and

Dyrness, 1988). Above 1200 meters, noble fir can also be a conspicuous

component of the main canopy (Franklin 1964, Dyrness et. al. 1974).
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CHAPTER 5: FIELD METHODS

INTRODUCTION

Through a combination of field work and modeling, I examined the

factors controlling the amount of CWD mass in stands of wildfire origin: 1)

the input of CWD by fire mortality and mortality in the new stand, 2) site

productivity, and 3) decomposition. I sampled mature and old-growth

Douglas-fir stands to estimate CWD mass and stand structure in areas with

known fire regimes (Teensma 1987, Morrison and Swanson 1990, Connelly

and Kertis 1992). I then compared the modeled amounts of CWD to

amounts observed in the field to compare the CWD in two fire regimes.

The model was used to compare the mean and standard deviation of CWD

between modeled and field estimates to understand the difference between

the fire regimes, to frame hypotheses to help interpret field data, to check

model output, and to visually portray the fire regimes.

PLOT AND TRANSECT MEASUREMENTS

The study area was stratified by fire regimes (Table 5.1) and stands

were sampled in the four areas. Field sampling included an inventory of a

total of 57 stands ranging in size from about 50 to 150 hectares. Within

each stand five randomly selected variable radius plots were sampled. In

the Cook-Quentin area, however, only four plots from the stands could be

sampled due to space limitations. Stands were delineated on aerial photos

to sample the full range of stand ages, elevations, and aspects, and to

sample the extent of the area identified by the fire history studies. The

location of the plots was determined from 1972 and 1990 aerial

photographs before field sampling. Forest patches with similar tree size
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and aspect, and large enough to sample five plots were delineated as

possible sample stands.

Table 5.1 Fire regimes and study areas.

34

Information was recorded about physical conditions at each site.

These included percent slope, aspect (degrees azimuth), topographic

position, plant association, and elevation in meters.

Each set of plots in a stand included a variable radius plot (Figure

5.1) using basal area to convert the stem count per hectare to square

meters occupied by tree stems on a per hectare basis, and then to stand

tree volume (Dilworth and Bell, 1985). A 40 Basal Area Factor (BAF) was

used for the stand-replacing regime, where most stands consisted of old-

growth and tree size was very large, and a 20 BAF in the mixed-severity

regime, where trees were smaller in diameter at breast height (dbh). For all

trees> 23 cm dbh, I recorded the number of trees, tree species, and dbh to

determine the volume and characterize the live tree structure. To estimate

site productivity, plant associations were keyed out at each plot and

averaged for the stand and the corresponding 100 year site-indices, based

on tree height (Hemstrom et al. 1987).

For stand age, I concentrated on sampling Douglas-fir, because

diameters of Douglas-fir were more highly correlated with age than were

those of western hemlock (Stewart, 1986). The age of each cohort was

determined by increment coring three or more trees per plot and adding

seven years for growth to breast height on western hemlock climax sites

and five years on Douglas-fir climax sites, based on cutting down 1.3 meter

Regime Type Study Areas
High intensity, infrequent,
stand-replacing fires

1. Lookout Mountain
2. Augusta Creek

Moderate intensity, moderate
frequency, mixed-severity fires

3. Cook-Quentin Creek
4. Chucksney Mountain



0 Variable Plot Log
Transect
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saplings to determine their age on various sites. Annual rings in the

increment cores were counted in the field and collected in plastic, number-

coded straws. Cores were brought into the laboratory, mounted on wooden

holders, sanded and rings were counted again. Magnifying lenses were

used to count narrow annual rings. The years to core height were added to

the ring count to ascertain the total age of each tree. To supplement

increment cores, additional age estimates were made from natural stumps

in the stands and from stumps in adjacent clearcuts. In clearcuts, individual

tree stumps were cleaned with a steel brush so that tree rings could be

counted in the field.

Figure 5.1 Plot and transect design for sampling a stand.

Snag
Transect

To distinguish cohorts, trees were cored for tree ages and the size of

the live trees was correlated with diameter classes. The rules for

distinguishing an individual age cohort were: 1) the age cohort had to be
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based on ages of Douglas-fir, 2) for two age cohorts to be distinguished

there had to be a difference in the average diameter of at least 23 cm, and

3) the older cohort had to have positively identified fire scars or char on the

bark, reasonably interpreted as originating from the fire event in question.

In clearcuts, growth rings exposed on stumps were counted to verify

and improve the accuracy of the age structure in the adjacent sampled

stands. I concentrated sampling efforts on Douglas-fir trees and stumps.

Because Douglas-fir were usually the oldest trees, have morphologically

distinctive scars that indicate fire origin, and have higher potential to stay in

the record because of relatively low decomposition rates, they had more

fire scars than Western hemlock or Pacific silver fir. Measurements of

stumps included tree species, year of origin, diameter and height of stump,

and whether the center rings were tight or wide (10+ rings/3.9 cm = tight)

as an indication of whether trees were regenerated under closed or open

growing conditions.

At each plot all trees were examined for char on the bark and br fire

scars. When scars were found, they were cored and the tree was cored for

origin date, and species and diameter at breast height were recorded. At

each plot, the evidence was compared with dates from fire event maps in

previous studies (Teensma 1987, Morrison and Swanson 1990, Connelly

and Kertis 1992). Often stands had evidence of fires not previously

recorded, usually underburns or recent, high-elevation, lightning fires of

small extent. These were recorded in field notes. Fire scars were cored on

at least one tree per plot to estimate the years of the fires, and species and

age of trees bearing the scars were recorded. These were recorded in the

field and verified in the laboratory. We also noted other important

disturbance processes, such as windthrow, insect and disease damage,

and landslide occurrences, because these disturbance processes also

influence stand conditions within the study area.
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I sampled >23 cm diameter logs at the point of intersection with a

line transect (Van Wagner 1968, Brown 1974) that extended from plot

center 100 meters in total length (50 meters up and downhill, 50 meters

sidehill). Diameters of logs were measured, and species and decay class,

according to a classification system widely used in the Pacific Northwest,

were recorded (Fogel, et al. 1973, Triska and Cromack 1980, Sollins 1982).

The decay classes are as follows: Logs in decay class I were freshly fallen

with sound wood, and bark and twigs attached. Class 2 logs and snags

were relatively undecomposed, had no twigs, and bark had started to fall

off. Class 3 logs and snags had lost most of their bark and all branches,

had well-decayed sapwood but relatively undecomposed heartwood, and

branch stubs did not move when pushed or pulled. Class 4 logs had no

branches or bark, and heartwood was not structurally sound. Class 5 logs

were in an advanced stage of brown cubical rot and had elliptical cross

sections.

Snags were measured in a 800 square meter belt transect. Snags

>23 cm diameter and greater than 0.5 m tall were measured at breast

height and recorded by species, diameter, height, and a decay class

scheme developed by Cline et al. (1980) similar to the log decay

classification scheme. Heights were estimated visually after the heights of

a few snags on each transect were measured with a clinometer and tape.

BIOMASS CALCULATIONS

Biomass of living trees was calculated by multiplying wood density

by stand volume for each diameter class. Tree volume was computed for

each tree using the basal area of trees in variable plots (Dillworth and Bell,

1985) and converted to mass using density of green wood for each species

(Wenger, 1984).



Log volume was computed from log diameter and transect length

(Van Wagner 1968, Pickford and Hazzard 1978) using the formula,

v 2 d2/8L,

where V is the volume, d is the diameter of the piece, and L is the transect

length. I computed volume by species and decay class per hectare for

each transect in a stand, then calculated stand values from the means of

the transect values. Logs in decay classes I to 4 were assumed

cylindrical. For decay class 5 logs, which are elliptical in cross section,

vertical diameters were estimated by multiplying the horizontal diameter by

0.439, a ratio determined from a sample of 20 logs by J. Means and

described by Spies et al. (1988). Snag volume was computed from dbh

and height using the formula for a frustum of a cone (Wenger, 1984). I

estimated the upper diameters of snags using a taper value of 0.12 cm/dm

from Spies etal. (1988).

Biomass of logs and snags was determined from density estimates

for decay classes of Douglas-fir and western hemlock (P. Sollins from

Spies et al. 1988). The values used for western hemlock logs and snags

were estimated from Douglas-fir. Densities for other species were

calculated for each decay class and multiplied by the ratio of the density of

sound wood of other species to sound wood of Douglas-fir (Wenger, 1984)

(Table 5.2).
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Table 5.2. Density estimates for green (Wenger, 1984) and dead (Spies et
al. 1988) wood by decay classes (grams of dry mass per cubic centimeter
of live volume).

MORTALITY RATE CALCULATIONS

To compare mortality rates for the areas having different fire

regimes, I calculated the proportion of CWD volume by decay class to live

tree volume, and estimated the volume of CWD that accumulated each

year. I calculated the total CWD volume in each decay class and estimated

the length of time the trees had been dead, using rough estimates of

residence time in each decay class. To estimate the average mortality rate

for each fire regime for the past two centuries, I averaged the rates for all

decay classes in the four sampling areas. The mortality rate was

calculated as,

Mortality Rate year1 = (CWD Volume! Live Tree Volume)! Residence

Time year

where CWD Volume is the total CWD volume by decay class for each

sampling area, Live Tree Volume is the mean tree volume for stands in

each sampling area, and Residence Time is the number of years CWD

remains in each decay class. This assumes tree volume does not change,

which is probably only true for older stands when tree volume levels off.

Tree
Species

Green
wood

(gm/cm3)

Class I Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5

Douglas-
fir

0.45 0.390 0.319 0.230 0.166 0.127

western
hemlock

0.42 0.383 0.319 0.230 0.172 0.127

western
redcedar

0.31 0.269 0.254 0.152 0.114 0.087



STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Using SAS statistical package (SAS Institute, Inc., 1985), I

performed a randomized block, two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and

paired t-test with the two geographic sites (north of the McKenzie River and

south of the McKenzie River) as blocks to determine if the CWD mass in

the two fire regimes varied significantly at a p-value < 0.10. I also

performed a chi-squared test to determine whether the distribution of CWD

among the decomposition classes in areas with two fire regimes varied

significantly.

I performed a paired t-test to determine whether site productivity of

the sampling areas with different fire regimes varied significantly. Using the

plant associations identified in the field, I compared site indices (height of a

Douglas-fir in 100 years from McArdle etal. 1961) and performed a paired

t-test at a p-value of 0.10 to determine if the mean site indices differed

statistically significantly between the two regimes.
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Residence time was estimated by assuming CWD remains in Decay Class

I for 15 years and remains an additional 15 years in each subsequent

decay class (Table 5.3). Residence times are comparable to estimates

from other studies (Table 3.3).

Table 5.3. Residence time in Douglas-fir log decay classes used to
estimate mortality rate for field data.

Decomposition Class Residence Time (Years)
1 0-14
2 15-44
3 45-89
4 90-149
5 150-225
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The strength of association between age and diameter for each of

the four study areas was assessed with regression analysis, using diameter

as the independent variable and age as the dependent variable. This

information was used to determine how well diameter predicts age among

the major tree species (western hemlock and Douglas-fir) in each of the

four study areas, and to establish rules for classifying large Douglas-fir as

survivors of fire events.

I examined scattergrams to identify outliers in the data and other

possible relationships. The variability of CWD mass among stands was

large and the sample size was fairly small, so I retained all the data points

without discarding any as outliers.



CHAPTER 6: MODEL DEVELOPMENT

MODEL DESCRIPTION

I constructed a simulation model, FIRECWD, based on the

conceptual model developed by Harmon et al. (1986) which considers the

store of CWD in an ecosystem and how it changes through time (Figure

6.1). The model accounts for the CWD that is input to the system by

mortality (e.g., fire events, bark beetles or root rot), the amount that is lost

(e.g., decomposition or fire consumption), and the levels of CWD mass

expected to exist from the combined effects of these processes (Figure 6.2)

on an annual timestep.

Figure 6.1. Predicted changes in CWD after a stand-replacing fire.

1200
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0

2000

0 0 0 0
ct)

Years Since Stand-Initiating Fire

OId Stand CWD Fire Killed CWD 0New Stand CWD

The purpose of the model was to examine fuel succession within the

framework of my hypotheses. It was used to simulate CWD dynamics for

the two fire regimes, compare the mean and standard deviation of CWD
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Figure 6.2. Coarse woody debris model components. Model was based on
a conceptual model (Harmon etal. 1986).
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between modeled and field estimates, and gain insights into the behavior of

the system by changing input and control variables. After programming

FIRECWD in Quatro Pro for Windows 5.0, I used the model to investigate

the effects of fire frequency, fire severity, site productivity, decomposition,

mortality, stand growth, and fuel consumption on CWD succession.

This model expresses the essential elements of vegetation and fuel

succession using the body of knowledge from previous research. A

stochastic element allows the model to simulate the variability that might be

expected for CWD. FIRECWD randomly selects years in which fire occurs

within the limits that reflect the fire regime, such as once every 200 years or

once every 500 years. It is programmed to simulate the natural variation

expected in maximum biomass, decomposition and mortality rates, growth

parameters, and prefire CWD (Table 6.1). To determine the range and

calculate a mean and standard deviation for fire return intervals, fire killed

biomass, CWD mass accumulated before the fire, maximum biomass, and

decomposition, I used estimates from previous studies (Table 3.2). For

mortality rate and parameters in the growth function (BI and B2), for which

I had only one estimate, I calculated a range by increasing and decreasing

the estimate by 50 percent, then calculated a standard deviation. CWD

stores were simulated by running many replicates which were then

averaged.



Table 6.1. Parameters used in modeling CWD.
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A wide variety of models is used for ecosystem analysis so it is

useful to identify the type of model constructed for this analysis under

classifications of ecosystem models (Jeffers 1988, Jorgensen 1994). This

model uses mathematical functions to consider and account for physical

processes underlying and controlling fuel dynamics. It is a lumped model

(rather than spatially distributed) with parameters representing the average

values of several species within certain spatial locations and time domains;

in this case, the western Cascade Range at 44° 30' N longitude under

present climatic conditions. It is also a holistic (rather than reductionist)

model using general principles rather than including as many relevant

details as possible. It is dynamic because the variables defining the system

are a function of time, rather than a static model where the variables are

not dependent on time. The model is also stochastic (rather than

deterministic) because the variables have a probability distribution and

Model Parameter Stand-replacing
Fire Regime

Mixed-severity
Fire Regime

Mean fire return
interval

300 to 500 years 100 to 200 years

Fire killed biomass 85% +1- 15% 50% +1- 15%
CWD mass
accumulated before
initial fire

150 Mg/ha +/- 50
Mg/ha

100 Mg/ha +1- 50
Mg/ha

Maximum biomass in
sampled stands

700 Mg/ha +1- 100
Mg/ha

700 Mg/ha +/- 100
Mg/ha

Decomposition rate 0.02 per yr. +1- 0.005 0.02 yr. +/- 0.005
Mortality rate 0.005 per yr. +/-

0.00125
0.005 per yr. +/-
0.00125

Growth parameter Bi
(rate)

0.015 +/- 0.00375 0.015 +1- 0.00375

Growth parameter B2
(rate)

2.0 +/- 0.50 2.0 4-/- 0.50

Fuel Consumption 0.20 +/- 0.05 0.20 +/- 0.15
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attempt to simulate the variability that may be expected, for example, for a

given mean fire return interval.

MODEL COMPONENTS

Live Biomass

The live biomass function simulates tree growth and biomass that

accumulates in the stand between fires (Figure 6.3). In the years when

fires occur, a portion of the trees are killed and live biomass representing

that portion is converted to CWD mass, while a small portion is consumed

by the fire. The amount of the conversion depends on fire severity. The

portion of the live biomass remaining continues to grow, and live biomass

continues to accumulate after the fire from the level that it was reduced by

the fire. In the case of the stand replacing fire regime, for example, the live

biomass would be reduced 85% +1- 15%, and for a mixed severity fire

regime, it would be reduced 50% +1- 15%. This means that for the stand

replacing fire regime, the live biomass begins accumulating from an

average 15% of the live biomass existing in the year of the fire. It begins

from 50% of the live biomass existing in the year of the fire for the mixed-

severity fire regime.

The total live biomass of trees was estimated as:

Live Biomass = Mass Max (1 - e (-BI X time)) 82

where Mass M is the maximum biomass the site can support, the

parameter B2 controls the time to reach the maximum biomass, BI controls

the point of inflection, and time is the years since the last fire (Richards,

1959).



Figure 6.3. Accumulation of live biomass after a stand-initiating fire.
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Mass M was estimated from site index based on plant associations.

A growth and yield model, DFSIM (Curtis et al. 1962), was used to estimate

the range of maximum biomass levels found in the study area. DFSIM

output indicated that a site with average productivity in the study area at a

stand age of 300 years would have a live biomass of about 700 Mg/ha.

This was used as the average for Mass Max in FIRECWD.

The exact shape of the logistic growth curve is affected by

parameters BI and B2 (Figure 6.3). In the first years of stand re-

establishment, the model simulates variability intended to mimic stochastic

events that may affect the recovery and regeneration of the new forest

stand. As the B2 parameter in the growth equation increases, time to

reach maximum biomass is delayed, or as it decreases this point in

succession is accelerated. As the BI parameter increases, the growth rate

is accelerated, or as it decreases, the growth rate decreases. These

parameters were allowed to vary stochastically within the ranges indicted in

Table 6.1.
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Fire Disturbance

This part of the model is used to simulate the CWD mass created by

fire caused mortality (Figure 6.4). In the year when a fire occurs, the pulse

(input) of CWD mass created by a fire depends on the total live biomass

currently in the system and the fire severity. The CWD mass created by

the disturbance is calculated as:

Fire Created CWD = (Live Biomass X Fire Seventy Rate) - CWD Mass
Consumed by Fire,

where Live Biomass is the live biomass present in the year of the fire, Fire

Seventy Rate is the factor that determines the portion of live biomass killed

and converted to CWD, and CWD Mass Consumed by Fire is the CWD

reduced by fire consumption in the years when fires occur.

Fires occur stochastically based on a probability estimated from the

fire return interval for a site. To simulate randomly occurring fires, a

spreadsheet cell indicating fire occurrence is linked to a column in which a

random number is produced for each annual time step. If this random

number is greater than the annual probability of fire, a fire occurs. This

allows the model to simulate the fire frequency and severity of a regime.

The model simulates pulses of CWD input each year a fire occurs. In

the year of a fire event, the CWD mass increases to relatively large levels,

again based on a probability related to fire severity expected for the given

fire regime. The following year, the Fire Created CWD begins to

decompose exponentially.
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Figure 6.4. Loss through time of CWD Mass created by fire disturbance.
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This part of the model simulates the reduction of CWD from fuel

consumption in the year of a fire event. The function calculates the mass

of CWD lost due to fuel consumption. The model also tracks the portion of

CWD stores that are not reduced by fuel consumption. CWD mass

consumed by fire is calculated as:

CWD Mass Consumed by Fire = Total CWD Mass X Fuel Consumption.

where, Total CWD Mass is the sum of Fire Created CWD (as described

above) plus old CWD or the CWD mass that existed before the fire. Fuel

Consumption is the fraction of CWD mass that is reduced by fuel

consumption.

Fuel consumption is assumed to average 20% +1- 5% of the Total

CWD Mass already present in the year of the fire, and 5% of the live

biomass converted to CWD mass by the fire.
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Non-fire Mortality

This part of the model is used to simulate the CWD mass that

accumulates from chronic mortality in the new stand from factors such as

stem exclusion, insects, pathogens, and wind (Figure 6.5). This is

calculated as:

Non-fire Mortality = (Live Biomass X Mortality Rate) X Decomposition Rate

where Live Biomass is as described above, and Mortality Rate is the rate

at which the live biomass dies each year and accumulates as CWD mass.

Figure 6.5. Cumulative amount of CWD created by normal mortality in the
growing stand from factors such as stem exclusion, insects, and windthrow.
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The model assumes that as the new stand grows, 0.005 per year of

the live tree biomass dies. This amount varies randomly +1- 0.00125 per

year for each model run. Provided the stand survives without a subsequent

fire, after 50 years the biomass that accumulates from annual mortality is
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counted as CWD mass. This "lag time" is the estimated time period for the

dead wood in the new stand to be considered large enough to contribute to

the CWD mass pool. Late in succession, the CWD mass levels off

because Non-fire Mortality and Decomposition are in equilibrium. This

condition continues until another fire occurs and a subsequent pulse of

CWD is added to the system (Figure 6.5).

Decomposition

This part of the model is used to simulate the decomposition of CWD

mass. For any given year, the Total CWD Mass has three sources: Fire

Created CWD, Old CWD, and CWD created by Non-fire Mortality. The

decomposition function is applied to all three sources. This function

calculates the mass of CWD lost from decomposition and the model tracks

the portion of CWD stores that are not reduced by decomposition.

Decomposition is calculated as:

Decomposition = CWD Mass X (1-k) time

where CWD Mass is the CWD from the three sources above, k is a

decomposition rate constant, and time is the annual timestep. The average

decomposition rate for the ecosystem is assumed to be 0.020+/- 0.005 per

year.

CWD Stores

Total CWD mass is the total pool of CWD in the system as governed

by input (mortality) and output (decomposition). This function calculates

the annual change in total CWD mass from the previous year due to

additions from fire and normal mortality, and changes in CWD on site



before the initial, stand-replacing fire. It subtracts the GWD mass lost by

fuel consumption and decomposition. ziTotal CWD Mass is estimated as:

zlTotal CWD Mass = [Old CWD-(CWD Mass Consumed by

Fire+Decomposition)] + [Fire created CWD - (CWD Mass Consumed by

Fire + Decomposition)] + [Non-fire Mortality - Decomposition].

where Old CWD is the CWD mass that is present prior to disturbance, Fire

Created CWD is the tree biomass killed during the fire(s) and converted to

CWD mass, and Non-fire Mortality is the CWD mass that accumulates from

mortality due to suppression, windthrow, bark beetles, and other diseases

in the new stand that regenerates and grows between fires. CWD Mass

Consumed by Fire and Decomposition are the CWD mass lost to fuel

consumption and decomposition.

Randomization

The model is stochastic. That is, each model run has a new random

number seed for each variable and produces a slightly different output for

each run. Consequently, the model can generate "data" to test effects of

different fire regimes and control variables using statistics. Each run

generally parallels the mean value, but individual runs can be quite a bit

higher or lower than the mean.

To vary the parameters between model runs, I created one cell in

the spreadsheet for the mean value and one for the standard deviation for

each parameter, and two associated cells with random numbers: one to

specify how much to deviate the parameter, and another to indicate

whether the deviation is added or subtracted to the mean value. I divided

the uniform distribution into unequal segments so that its frequency
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distribution took on the form of a normal distribution. Finally, I set up a cell

in which I calculated the actual parameter values to be used in the

simulation. These refinements made the model runs fit the fire regimes and

allowed for approximations of the variation for each fire regime.

USE OF THE MODEL IN ANALYSIS

First, I compared the empirical CWD data against the model output

and used the model to explore the dynamics of fuel succession for the

range of conditions represented in the study area. Using field data from

actual fire events, I developed model scenarios that reflected both fire

regimes. I then used a random number generator and calculated a mean

and standard deviation for the modeled data by running 30 simulations for

each fire regime and compared them with those of the CWD from the field

data.

Second, I used the model to examine the variation between the fire

regimes and how CWD input, decomposition, and site productivity could

affect variation in CWD. I also framed hypotheses to be tested regarding

the differences in CWD between the two fire regimes, and explored the

degree to which each variable could effect the CWD mass by

systematically isolating and varying each one and observing the effect of

those changes.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The sensitivity analysis identified the parameters to which the model

was most and least sensitive by comparing the average CWD mass

resulting from changes in maximum biomass (site productivity), the

parameters in the growth function (BI and B2) as well as, the

decomposition and mortality rates. I ran the model after varying one
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parameter at a time, and observed the corresponding response in the

average CWD mass over 500 years after one fire event. Each parameter

was increased and decreased by 10 and 50 percent from the average

coefficient and averaged over 500 years (Table 6.1).

The parameters for fire frequency and severity were tested for

frequent and infrequent fire regimes. To test fire severity, the standard

value for fire-killed biomass was set to 63 percent (the median between the

two fire regimes) with a range from 10 to 100 percent of the total tree

biomass. The mean fire frequency was set to 300 years MFRI for the

infrequent, stand-replacing regime, and 120 years for the more frequent,

mixed-severity regime.



CHAPTER 7: RESULTS

This section provides the results of the field and model data for CWD

mass, site productivity, tree biomass and stand structure, mortality,

decomposition, fuel consumption and fire-killed biomass, and compares

them with model results to determine how each factor influences CWD

mass.

COARSE WOODY DEBRIS MASS

Field Results

Stands with the mixed-severity fire regime had a much lower mean

CWD (55%) than the stand-replacing fire regime (Table 7.1, Figure 7.1).

The standard deviation was large (SD = 56 for the stand-replacing fire

regime, and SD = 102 for the mixed-severity regime), but there was no

overlap in mean CWD mass for the regimes. An ANOVA and a paired t-

test revealed no statistically significant difference (p< 0.29) in total CWD

mass between the two regimes (90% confidence interval=78+I-246,

standard error=39). The difference was also not significant when tested

using the Kruskal-Wallis Rank-Sum test at an alpha=0.10.

The relative mass of snags to logs is similar between the areas with

different fire regimes. About half the CWD is snags and about half is

downed logs. The snag/log ratio is fairly constant between the areas and

decay classes. The only exception is Chucksney which has more snags in

class I and less in classes 3 and 4 (Table 7.2).
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Table 7.2. Distribution of snag and downed log mass (Mg/ha) across
decomposition classes for four sampling areas.
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Table 7.1. Mean, standard deviation, and range of CWD mass (Mg/ha) for
field data for each regime individually and sites combined by regime.

Fire
Regime

Sample
Area

Mean
CWD

Standard
Deviation

Range Number
Stands

Stand-
replactn9

Combuied 173 102 55-420 27

Lookout 190 99 100-420 12

Augusta 155 105 55-411 15

Med-
severity

Combined 56 1 8-25 30

Cook-
Quentin

73 40 30-1 55 14

Chucksney 115 72 18-258 16

Fire
Regime

and Area

Type of
CWD

Class
1

Class
2

Class
3

Class
4

Class
5

Total
Mass

Stand-
re+Iacn!

-. 30 34 22 3 108
23 33 15 3 82

53 67 37 6 190

_________ -. 37 26 7 1 82
.. 25 26 17 3 73

62 51 4 155

:24

Cook- Snag 5 10 13 4 2 34

Quentin Log 2 7 15 12 3 39

Total 7 17 28 16 5 73

Chucksney Snag 13 13 9 10 2 47

Log 3 19 21 24 1 68

Total 15 32 30 35 4 115



Figure 7.1. Total CWD mass for four sampling areas having two fire
regimes.
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Model Results

The model shows more similar CWD mass between the two regimes

than the field data exhibit (Table 7.3). For 30 model runs the mean for the

stand-replacing fire regime was 212 Mg/ha and the mean for the mixed-

severity regime was 188 Mg/ha. The modeled standard deviations are

lower than the field data with the standard deviation higher for the mixed-

severity regime (SD = 39) than the stand-replacing regime (SD = 28).

Moreover, the stand-replacing regime has a higher mean minimum and a

higher mean maximum CWD than the mixed-severity regime, which is also

similar to the field data. In both regimes, the modeled maximum occurs

after a recent fire, and the minimum occurs about 150 years after a fire in

the stand-replacing regime (Figure 7.2) and 120 years after a fire in the

mixed-severity regime (Figure 7.3).

Table 7.3. Mean, standard deviation, and range of CWD mass (Mg/ha)
from model data varying all the control factors within the expected range for
two fire regimes. Control factors include fire-killed biomass, decomposition
rate, mortality rate, maximum biomass, and BI and B2 in the growth
function. Range is the mean minimum and maximum for 30 model runs.

Fire Regime Mean Fire
Return
Interval

Mean Standard
CWD Deviation

Range
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Examination of the modeled CWD mass through time indicates there

is no period of time when the CWD mass in the mixed-severity regime

drops to notably lower levels than the stand-replacing regime (Table 7.4).

Varying all model parameters within their expected range, and modeling the

fire frequency and severity expected for each fire regime (Figure 7.2 and

reptacing
300 212 28 133-807

125 188 39 102 - 571
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7.3), indicates the CWD for both fire regimes show a similarly rapid

decrease of CWD over the first 100 years after a fire, followed by an

extended period of low mass for the stand-replacing regime. At the time of

each fire event, and shortly after, the range of CWD for the mixed-severity

regime is the greater of the two, but by year 100, the mass in both regimes

recovers to about 200 Mg/ha. These model results indicate that fire

frequency and severity alone are probably not responsible for the different

amounts of CWD mass found in the field data, and that site productivity,

decomposition and mortality rates, and/or stand growth may also control

CWD mass differences in the areas having different fire regimes.

Table 7.4 Mean CWD (Mg/ha) at 50 year intervals from modeling. The
standard deviation is in parentheses.

Year Stand-replacing Mixed-severity
0 999 (72) 744 (150)
50 503 (68) 363 (75)
100 203 (48) 192 (45)
150 171 (43) 724 (126) Fire Event
200 176 (43) 306 (63)
250 183 (61) 161 (38)

300 194 (45) 196 (36)

350 202 (47) 736 (135) Fire Event
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Figure 7.3. Modeled range of total CWD from varying site productivity,
growth parameters (BI and B2), and decomposition and mortality rates for
mixed-severity regime.
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Figure 7.2. Modeled range from varying site productivity, growth
parameters (BI and B2), decomposition, and mortality rates for the stand-
replacing fire regime. Range is the mass within one standard deviation of
the mean from 30 model runs.
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SITE PRODUCTIVITY

Field Results

Plant associations (Hemstrom et al. 1987), arranged from lowest to

highest site index, show that the site indices for the areas representing

different fire regimes overlapped considerably (Table 7.5). The mode of

site indices in the study area was 136 (Table 7.5). The stands experiencing

a stand-replacing fire regime had only a slightly higher mean site index than

stands with the mixed-severity fire regime (135 vs. 132) (Table 7.6), and a

paired t-test indicated that site productivity was not different statistically

between the areas representing the two different fire regimes (p< 0.80)

(90% confidence interval=41 .20+1-47.20, standard error7). The sampling

areas with the mixed-severity fire regime had a wide range of site indices,

whereas the areas with the stand-replacing fire regime had less variation.

Model Results

The range of Mass max as indicated by site index within the study

area (600 to 800 Mg/ha) spans only a small range of the possible values for

site index, and consequently the effect of site productivity on differences in

CWD mass between the fire regimes is minimal. The sensitivity analysis,

however, indicates that maximum biomass is the parameter to which the

model is most sensitive, and therefore, is an important factor influencing

CWD accumulation (Figure 7.4). Holding all other parameters in the model

constant and allowing maximum biomass to vary within one standard

deviation from an estimated mean, however, had little effect on total CWD

mass (Figure 7.5). The model's relative high sensitivity to this parameter is

offset by the low variation in the study area and, therefore, variation in site

productivity probably plays a minor role in the different levels of CWD mass

found in the two fire regimes.
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Table 7.6 Mean site index of the four sampling areas individually and
combined.
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Table 7.5 Plant association and 100 year mean site index. Tally of sites by
plant association for stands in the four sampling areas.

Stand-Replacing Mixed-Severity
Plant

Assoiaton
Site

Index
Augusta Look-

out
Chucks-

ney
Cook-

Quentin
PsmeHodi 106 I

Psme
HodllBene

115 1

Tshe-
RhmalGash

128 1 2

TsheRhma/Libo I 30 2 1

.Tshe-
BenelGash

133 1 1 1

ishe
Rhma/Bene

138 13 4 8

:psme...............................

TshelGasb
138 I

Thhe-ene 139 2 3 5 1

Psme
Tshe/ere

8

Tshe-Pomu 159 1

Cook- 126 9 106-134 14

Quentin
Chucksney 139 3 130-141 16

Fire
Regime

Sampling
Area

Site
Index

Standard
Deviation

Range Number
of

Stands

Stand
replacing

CQmbined 135 1 134-15G 27

Lookout 136 8 134-159 12

Augusta 135 2 134-1 39 15

Mixed- Icombed 132 9 106-141 30



Figure 7.4. Sensitivity analysis results for maximum biomass.
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Figure 7.5. Range of total CWD from varying maximum biomass from
modeled output based on 30 model runs. Range is the mass within one
standard deviation of the mean for 30 model runs.
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TREE BIOMASS

Field Results

The average tree biomass in stands with the stand-replacing fire

regime was 100 Mg/ha higher than the average of the stands in the mixed-

severity fire regime (Figure 7.6). The tree biomass in the two sampling

areas with a stand-replacing fire regime was similar (766 and 754 Mg/ha),

whereas the tree biomass in the two sampling areas with a mixed-severity

regime had a wider range (603 to 702 Mg/ha) (Table 7.7). Older stands

would be expected to have a greater tree biomass than younger stands, if

all other factors are similar. The age of the dominant overstory trees with

the stand-replacing fire regime ranged from 200 to 450 years old. In

contrast, the age of most dominant overstory trees in stands with the

mixed-severity regime ranged from 90 to 150 years (Morrison and Swanson

1990, Connelly and Kertis 1992, Forest Science Data Bank).

Table 7.7 Average live tree biomass per hectare (Mg/ha), and proportion of
CWD mass to live tree mass.

The stands with a stand-replacing fire regime have older, larger

trees than stands with the mixed severity fire regime, which is part of the
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Fire
Regime

Sampling
Area

Mean Standard
Deviation

Ratio
CWD/live

mass

Number
of

Stands

Star4.
repladng

Combined 752 213 G246 27

Lookout 750 254 0.278 12

Augusta 754 171 0.213 15

Mixed-
severity

Combined 549 208 0159 3(1

Cook-Quentin 702 197 0.232 14

Chucksney 603 212 0.106 16



Figure 7.6. Estimated tree biomass for the four sampling areas from field
measurements.
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reason for the greater total biomass. The larger trees may have

significance in terms of CWD longevity as well as the role of large CWD.

The number of trees with larger diameters (25+ cm) are highest in the

stands having a stand-replacing fire regime, as might be expected since

about half as many fires have occurred in those stands in the last 250

years (Table 7.8).

Table 7.8 Trees per hectare (tph) by diameter class (dbh) and percent of
trees for each of the four sampling areas.

Regressing tree age on diameter for Douglas-fir indicates that

diameter is a good predictor of age in the study area, especially in stands

representing the mixed-severity regime (Table 7.9). The R-squared value

was 0.65 for Cook-Quentin and 0.63 for Chucksney. The association

between diameter and age was weaker in stands with the stand-replacing

fire regime where the R-squared value was 0.52 for Lookout and 0.50 for

Augusta.
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Fire
Regime

Sampling
Area

7-24 cm 25-74 cm 75-1 65 cm Total tph
(100%)

Stand-
replacing

Combined 498(66%) 326(39%) 41 (5%) 865

Lookout 652 (61%) 371 (35%) 39 (4%) 1,062

Augusta 343 (52%) 282 (42%) 42 (6%) 667

Md
seve!Ity

6nbid° "8(6S%) 261 (35%) .. 16(2%)

Cook-
Quentin

371 (56%) 267 (41%) 20 (3%) 658

Chucksney 645(71%) 254(28%) 12(1%) 911



Table 7.9. Results of regression analysis for tree age and diameter (dbh)
for Douglas-fir in four sampling areas.

Model Results

The growth function contains parameters that affect the amount of

time necessary for the stand to become established (B2) and the time

period required for mean annual growth to level off (B 1). Sensitivity

analysis indicates the model has a low degree of sensitivity to BI and B2 in

the growth function, compared to other factors (Figure 7.7). Holding all

other parameters in the model constant and allowing BI and B2 to vary

from a mean of 2 for B2 (standard deviation of 0.50) and a mean of 0.015

for BI (standard deviation of 0.037), indicates that varying these

parameters has little effect on the total CWD mass (Figure 7.8).

Accordingly, these parameters have little effect on CWD over time, and

probably have little influence on the different levels of CWD between the

two fire regimes. The growth parameters Bi and B2 individually have

relatively little effect on total CWD accumulation, and the model results of

these factors (Figures 7.8) demonstrate that the CWD mass begins to

increase for the first time after the fire when stands are about 180 years

old.
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Fire Regime Sampling Area R-squared Number of
Observations

Stan&.
replacing.......................... ............................... .

Lookout 0.52 42
Augusta 0.50 92

Mixed
severity

Cook-Quentin 0.65 126
Chucksney 0.63 104



Figure 7.7. Sensitivity analysis results for growth function parameters, BI
and B2.

MORTALITY

Field Results

The mortality rates from the field data for the two fire regimes

indicate that the non-fire mortality rate (i.e. suppression mortality, disease,

wind, etc.) is slightly lower in stands with the mixed-severity fire regime than

in stands with the stand-replacing regime. The mortality rates, as

calculated from field data, are only slightly different between the areas

representing the two fire regimes, and do not appear to be a primary cause

of the differences in CWD mass between the two fire regimes (Table 7.10).
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Figure 7.8. Range of total CWD values estimated by varying growth
function parameters. A) BI influences time when stand growth levels off.
B) B2 influences time when forest becomes established. Range is mass
within one standard deviation of the mean based on 30 model runs.
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Table 7.10. Mortality rates (year1) calculated from field data for CWD in
decomposition classes 1-5 and the average for all decomposition classes
combined.

Model Results

Although the model has an intermediate level of sensitivity to this

parameter (Figure 7.9), varying the mortality rate within the expected range

had the second lowest influence on CWD mass of all the model

parameters. Holding all other parameters in the model constantand varying

the mortality (Figure 7.10) rate parameter within one standard deviation of

the mean (0.005) had little effect on the total CWD mass over the 400 year

time period. This, combined with the fact that calculated mortality rates

were similar, indicates mortality is a relatively unimportant factor in

explaining the difference in total CWD accumulation between the areas

having different fire regimes.
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Fire
Regime

Sampling
Area

Class
1

Class
2

Class
3

Class
4

Class
5

Avg.

RGparIg -

Combined 0.0120 0.0113 0.0113 0.0033 0.0003 0.0210

Lookout 0.0247 0.0225 0.0114 0.0036 0.0003 0.0125

Augusta 0.0152 0.0000 0.0111 0.0029 0.0003 0.0295

seventy
Combined 0.0149 0.0153 0.0073 0.0036 0.0004 0.0205

Cook-
Quentin

0.0097 0.0110 0.0071 0.0022 0.0004 0.0305

Chucksney 0.0201 0.0196 0.0075 0.0049 0.0003 0.0105



Figure 7.9. Sensitivity analysis results for mortality rate.
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Figure 7.10. Range of total CWD values estimated by varying mortality
rate. Range is the mass within one standard deviation of the mean from 30

model runs.
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DECOMPOSITION

Field Results

The distribution of CWD mass among decay classes of CWD

differed significantly between the two fire regimes (X 2 = 75.17, p<O.00I).

For stands with the stand-replacing fire regime, the distribution of CWD

mass is skewed toward the least decomposed stages (decomposition

classes I and 2). For stands with the mixed-severity regime, the CWD

mass has a more normal distribution across the decomposition classes. All

areas have about 30 percent of the CWD mass in class 3, and similar CWD

mass in decomposition classes I and 5. The largest difference in

distribution between the areas with different regimes is in decomposition

classes 2 and 4 (Figure 7.11).

Model Results

Sensitivity analysis indicates that the model is highly responsive to

changes in decomposition rate (Figure 7.12). Previous research efforts

indicate that a high degree of variation exists in decomposition rate

estimates, and determining them using a chronosequence approach is

difficult (Sollins 1982, Harmon et al. 1986, Spies et al. 1988), Time series

studies yield better results, but such studies have been initiated only

recently and long-term decomposition rate estimates are not yet available.

Modeling indicates that decomposition rates could be significant in

affecting CWD in the two fire regimes (Table 7.11). In either fire regime,

over a 500 year period a decomposition rate of 0.050 yea(1 would reduce

CWD mass to less than one-third the mass that would be present if the

decomposition rate were 0.010 yea(1.
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Figure 7.11. Distribution of CWD among decomposition classes for the field
data from areas having two fire regimes.
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Table 7.11. Modeled mean CWD mass (Mg/ha) averaged over 500 years
for the two fire regimes for decay rates 0.01 to 0.05 from 30 model runs for
each regime.

Holding all other parameters in the model constant and allowing the

decomposition rate to vary from a mean of 0.020 yea(1 within one standard

deviation (0.005) illustrates the influence of decomposition on the total

CWD mass. Decomposition rate appears to have the greatest effect on

CWD of all control factors examined (Figure 7.13).

FUEL CONSUMPTION

Model Results

The model has a low sensitivity to fuel consumption (Figure 7.14).

The effect of fuel consumption from fire events in the mixed-severity regime

shows that over a 500 year period a 10 percent fuel consumption reduced

CWD mass 6 percent (relative to no fuel consumption), and a 30 percent

fuel consumption reduced CWD mass 11 percent. The effect of fuel

consumption from fires in the stand-replacing regime was considerably less

than the mixed-severity regime because fewer fires occurred. In the model

runs of randomly occurring fires, the stand-replacing regime had a mean of

1.6 fires in 500 years (312 year MFRI) and the mixed-severity regime had

four fires in 500 years (125 year MFRI) (Table 7.12).

Decomposition
Rate Constant

Stand-replacing
300 yr. MFRI

Mixed-severity
125 yr. MFRI

0.010 387 319
0.020 212 188
0.030 153 133
0.040 127 112

0.050 111 96



Figure 7.12. Sensitivity analysis results for decomposition rate.
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Figure 7.14. Sensitivity analysis results for fuel consumption
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Model runs that do not account for CWD reduction by fires

overestimate CWD. In the mixed-severity fire regime, fuel consumption of

10 and 30 percent of the fire-killed biomass would reduce the mean CWD

mass from 188 to 176 and 167 Mg/ha, respectively (Table 7.12). Even with

this downward adjustment, the modeled mass is still considerably higher

than the CWD field data from the mixed-severity regimes (95 Mg/ha) and

somewhat higher than the stand-replacing fire regimes (173 Mg/ha).

Table 7.12. Modeled estimates of CWD mass (Mg/ha) for the two fire
regimes considering reduction from fuel consumption. Fuel consumption
was modeled for 0%, 10% and 30% reduction of the total CWD mass
during each fire event.

Fire Regime and
number of fires

0% Consumption 10%
Consumption

30%
Consumption

Stand-replacing
(1.6 fires per 500
years)

Mean = 212
SD 28

Mean = 207
SD 37

Mean = 206
SD 25

Mixed-severity
(4 fires per 500
years)

Mean = 188
SD 39

Mean = 176
SD 39

Mean = 167
SD 23

100
Cl)
CU

E

0
C
ci)

-50 -10 0 +10 + 0

-50-

°- -100

Percent change in variable value



FIRE-KILLED BIOMASS

Field Results

Estimates of fire-killed biomass based on live tree biomass indicated

that, if a fire with 100 percent severity occurred today in the stands with a

stand-replacing fire regime, the fire-killed biomass would be about 760

Mg/ha. If 100 percent mortality occurred in the mixed-severity fire regime,

the CWD mass produced by the fire would be about 650 Mg/ha. If, on the

other hand, the fire killed 75 percent of the live mass, the CWD mass

produced in the stand-replacing regime would be 570 Mg/ha and 490 Mg/ha

for the mixed-severity fire regime.

Model Results

Sensitivity analysis indicates that the model has a low degree of

sensitivity to fire frequency, although sensitivity to frequency varies

somewhat with fire severity (Figures 7.15). When fire frequency is

increased (more fires over a 500 year period), the model is more sensitive

to fire seventy than when the fire frequency is decreased.

The model also has low sensitivity to fire-killed biomass or fire

severity (Figure 7.16). Decreasing fire-killed biomass from 100 percent to

50 percent results in a mean increase of 10 percent CWD mass over 400

years. Decreasing fire-killed biomass from 100 to 10 percent (i.e., a very

low severity fire) results in a mean increase of one percent CWD mass over

a 400 year time period.

The model estimates of fire-killed biomass are almost identical to the

estimates from the field data. The estimated mean fire mortality was 807

Mg/ha for the stand-replacing fire regime and 571 Mg/ha for the mixed-

severity fire regime (Table 7.13).
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Figure 7.15. Sensitivity analysis results for fire frequency given 85 and 50
percent fire severity.
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Table 7.13. Modeled CWD mass (Mg/ha) from randomly occurring fires
over 500 years for the two fire regimes, including the overall mean, and the
maximum and minimum per run averaged.

Holding all other parameters in the model constant and allowing only

fire-killed biomass to vary from the mean by 15 percent for the stand-

replacing regime and 50 percent for the mixed-severity regime had a large

effect for the first 50 years post-fire. The effect rapidly diminished and

made little difference by year 100. This is because the decomposition is an

exponential function and reduces fire-created CWD mass rapidly the first

years following a fire (Figure 7.17). The analysis indicates that 200 years

after a fire, forests in the stand-replacing fire regime (85 to 100 percent fire

severity) have not yet fully recovered the CWD mass, but stands in the

mixed-severity regime (50 percent fire severity) have recovered to prefire

CWD levels.

Fire Regime Mean CWD Mean
Maximum

Mean
Minimum

acer

Mean 212 807 133

SD 28 105 33

Number of Fires 1.6 1.6 1.6

Mean 188 571 102

SD 39 103 30
Number of Fires 4 4 4
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Figure 7.17. Modeled range of total CWD from varying fire-killed biomass.
Range is the mass within one standard deviation of the mean.



CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION

CWD MASS IN THE TWO FIRE REGIMES

Field data indicated that the CWD mass is consistently higher across

the stands in the stand-replacing regime, with an average CWD mass

almost twice as high as the stands in the mixed-severity regime. Although

there was considerable variability due to stand age and the patchy

distribution of fire, the mean CWD mass for the two regimes did not

overlap. The first hypothesis (null) of no statistically significant difference

between the two fire regimes was not rejected, however, other aspects of

the data analysis suggest real differences, and lack of statistical difference

may reflect limited sample size in a complex system. Whether two

landscape replicates in each fire regime was enough to adequately sample

the two regimes is unknown. If the full stand-replacing fire regime had

been sampled, the variability would have probably been even larger. No

recently burned stands were sampled, and therefore, stands with high

mass created by such fires were not considered. Given that stand-

replacing fires initially input a higher dead wood mass, one would expect

the differences between regimes would have been even more extreme.

Trends might be even more pronounced if the field study had included

areas where fire regimes were more dissimilar than the western Oregon

Cascades, such as the northern, eastern or southern Cascade Mountains.

Despite differences observed in the field data, modeling suggests

that, all other things being equal, the two fire regimes should have about

the same CWD mass. Although the temptation is to attribute differences in

CWD mass to fire regime per Se, the modeling results indicate differences

in fire frequency and severity can only account for about 10 percent of the

observed difference in CWD.
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The second hypothesis that the CWD mass would be distributed

more evenly through time in the mixed-severity regime may be best

explained by the model results. Field data may include stands that

represent the entire mixed-severity regime, but do not represent the whole-

stand-replacing fire regime. The youngest stands sampled in areas

representing the stand-replacing regime were 200 years old.

FIRE REGIME AND THE INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENT

Despite the fact that the mixed-severity regime has about half the

CWD on the landscape of the stand-replacing fire regime, the difference

may not be caused by the regimes themselves. Rather the difference may

be due to environment and stand structure. A warmer, drier environment

causes more frequent fires, but it also speeds decomposition, has higher

fuel consumption, and leads to smaller trees (i.e. less biomass). Based on

the model results, these environmental factors have more effect on CWD

mass than the fire regimes.

The Cook-Quentin and Chucksney basins are generally south-

facing, and warmer temperatures and lower moisture affect not only fire

frequency and severity, but also stand age, tree size, levels of biomass,

fuel consumption, and decomposition rates. The lower levels of live

biomass and younger tree ages in Cook-Quentin and Chucksney indicate

that higher fire frequency does not allow tree biomass to grow as large in

these areas as in Augusta and Lookout. Consequently, less tree biomass

is available to contribute to CWD accumulation as fire and non-fire

mortality. These warm, dry sites also appear to have higher decomposition

rates than cool, moist sites. The smaller pieces of CWD in Cook-Quentin

and Chucksney would also decompose faster and experience more fuel

consumption during a fire than the larger, wetter CWD in Augusta and
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Lookout. Furthermore, CWD would be subjected to a greater number of

fires in the mixed-severity regime and fuel consumption would be greater.

Augusta and Lookout are in generally north-facing basins with cool

temperatures and wet site conditions. More infrequent fires allow trees to

grow older and larger, producing greater amounts and larger pieces of

CWD. Large biomass levels contribute to CWD accumulation as fire and

normal mortality. Fuel consumption is lower because fires are infrequent

and fuels wetter. The cooler, wetter north-facing aspects of Augusta and

Lookout should have lower decomposition rates.

The field measurements of CWD mass in this study area (173 Mg/ha

for 300+ year old stands, and 95 Mg/ha for 90 to 150 year old stands) are

similar to earlier estimates in similar aged western hemlock, Douglas-fir

stands that had values ranging from 174 to 200 Mg/ha in old-growth and an

average of 85 Mg/ha in mature stands (Grier and Logan 1977, Franklin and

Waring 1980, Sollins 1982, Spies et al. 1988, Spies and Franklin 1990).

Fire suppression probably did not influence the field results,

however, in areas with the mixed-severity regime it but may have some

implications for development of future CWD. Over the last 50 to 70 years

the effects of wildfire on the landscape have been minor, and much

biomass is now tied up in the live component in small trees. A wildfire now

would probably be severe because of the high numbers of small,

suppressed trees. This could result in more fuel consumption of CWD and

probably shift a mixed-severity fire to a high severity fire due to lack of fuel

breaks in areas that might have underburned. The fire-created CWD would

then be more similar to a stand-replacing regime including a higher pulse

and a much longer recovery time.



Differences in fuel consumption account for some of the decreased

CWD mass. This study did not include a field examination of fuel

consumption, so it relies on understanding from other research (Brown et

al. 1985, Reinhardt etal. 1991). Based on this work, I used a value in the

mixed-severity regime that reflects the greater consumption that I believe
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FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR DIFFERENCES IN CWD IN THE STUDY
AREA

Of the factors most likely to cause differences in the areas sampled,

my results indicate that decomposition, fire frequency and severity, and fuel

consumption best explain the difference in CWD mass. The modeling

indicates that modest adjustments of rates for these factors makes model

output match field data (Table 8.1). Moreover, these changes are within

the observed range of these parameters measured in the Pacific

Northwest.

Table 8.1. Modeled CWD mass for the two fire regimes using adjusted
decomposition and fuel consumption rates, and model and field results
after adjusting decomposition and fuel consumption ranges.

MOdel
Parameters

"Eke frequency'
& % severity

Decay
rates

' Fuel
consumption

rates

FIeld
i. data

Stand-Replacing
(Stand Age 300)

300 yr. 80% 0.02 10% NA

Mixed Severity
(Stand Age 125)

125 yr. 50% 0.03

CWD from
adjusted

decay
rates

30%

CWD'frói'i"....
adjusted fuel
consumption

NA

.L........................

Model ResuIts CWD mass
from adjusted
fire frequency

&everity
Stand-Replacing
Results

212 Mg/ha 189 Mg/ha 207 Mg/ha 173

Mixed-Severity
Results

188 Mg/ha 90 Mg/ha 167 Mg/ha 95

Difference
between
regimes

11% 52% 19% 45%
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occurs given these sites have lower moisture. Model results, using 30

percent fuel consumption for the mixed-severity regime and 10 percent for

the stand-replacing regime at each fire event result in CWD mass that is 19

percent lower for the mixed-severity regime than the stand-replacing

regime (Table 8.1).

Estimates of decomposition rates from previous studies range from

0.018 to 0.029 (Sollins 1982, Spies 1988). Model results that assume a

0.03 year1 decay rate for the warmer, drier sites having a mixed-severity

regime, and a 0.02 year1 for the stand-replacing regime give CWD mass

52 percent lower for the mixed-severity regime than the stand-replacing

regime. The field data indicate CWD mass is 45 percent lower for the

mixed-severity regime. If the model adequately reflects the dynamics of

fuel succession for the ecosystems represented in this study, then

decomposition rate can be expected to be a strong factor in controlling

CWD differences.

Of the three factors that seem to cause differences in CWD mass,

decomposition appears the most significant. Other research indicates that

in this region warm, dry sites have increased decomposition rates, and that

excess moisture generally limits log decomposition. Means (1982) found

that, although major fires burned his intensive plots 135 years previously,

very little dead wood occurred on the site at the time of the study. He

estimated that tree mortality from the fire had been high and that

decomposition of tree boles on these warm sites is probably rapid,

indicating a decomposition rate of about 0.022 year1. The current H.J.

Andrews Experimental Forest log study (Harmon, 1992) indicates there is

about a 50 percent increase in decomposition rate, mostly due to drying,

with a 2° C increase in temperature. When precipitation is held constant,

there is a 15 percent increase due to temperature alone. Snags have

faster decomposition rates than downed logs in this region (Graham, 1981),
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also indicating excess water is limiting decomposition of logs in the study

area. Using the expected parameters for each of the fire regimes, the

model results are within 95 percent of the field results for the stand-

replacing fire regime and within 91 percent for the mixed-severity regime

(Table 8.1).

One way to estimate the differences in decomposition rates between

the two fire regimes is to examine a small segment of the modeled CWD

curve relative to CWD measurements from the field (Figure 8.1). This

comparison indicates the CWD mass is within the expected range for each

regime when modeled using different decomposition rates.

Modeling the regimes with these adjusted parameters suggests that

the mixed-severity fire regime has a decomposition rate between 0.025 and

0.030 year1 and fuel a consumption rate between 20 and 30 percent. The

stand-replacing fire regime has a decomposition rate between 0.020 and

0.0250 year1 and a fuel consumption rate between 10 and 20 percent.

These estimates are reasonable considering the probable difference in

moisture and temperature of the north and south-facing basins.

MODEL UNCERTAINTY

The uncertainty of the model predictions depends on several

aspects, including sensitivity to the parameters and the observed variation

in parameters. If a model is not sensitive to a parameter, that parameter

probably does not greatly influence uncertainty. In contrast, if a model is

sensitive to a parameter and its value varies widely, it can introduce major

uncertainty to the analysis. (Figure 8.2).



Figure 8.1. CWD mass from sampled stands at various time (years)
since date of last known fire in the stand, and modeled CWD mass
range using expected decomposition rates. Rate for stand-replacing
fire regime is 0.02, and rate for mixed-severity is 0.03.
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Figure 8.2. Relationship between model sensitivity and uncertainty of
parameter estimates.
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The differences in CWD mass depends on fire frequency and

severity, but since the regimes are clearly defined in terms of frequency and

severity, the model has a relatively low degree of uncertainty associated

with these factors (Table 8.3). In contrast, the model has a high degree of

sensitivity to maximum biomass (site productivity), but, given the limited

observed range for this study area, it has little influence on uncertainty. The

model has a high degree of sensitivity to decomposition rate, and, given the

possible range in this parameter, it has considerable influence on

uncertainty. Finally, the model has a moderate degree of sensitivity to the

mortality rate, but modeling indicates the observed variation in mortality rate

has little influence on CWD accumulation (Table 8.2).

High Confidence,
Low Concern

Accurate, but
inconsequential
Low Concern

Low Confidence,
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Low Impact,
Low Concern

H
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Table 8.2. Comparison of parameters and potential influence on CWD
accumulation. The ranking is relative for the sensitivity analysis and effect
of varying each factor on CWD accumulation.

The model has low sensitivity to both fire frequency and severity, as

these influence CWD mass only for the first 100 years after a fire. It is

somewhat more sensitive to increases in fire frequency and indicates

higher levels of CWD mass with increased fire frequency.

The degree to which each factor influences CWD accumulation also

depends on whether the factor's effect is occasional or continuous. Fire

severity has an important influence for 100 years after a fire, but may have

little influence for the subsequent 400 or 500 years. The growth rate (B2)

of the stand is important for the first 80 to 100 years while the stand is

growing rapidly and less so afterwards. Site productivity continues to have

an influence on CWD accumulation after the stand has reached its peak in

mean annual growth. Decomposition, and to some extent mortality rate,

have an influence on CWD accumulation every year and, therefore, are

important regardless of the age of the stand.

Parameter Relative
ranking of

model
sensitivity

Modeled influence
of parameter on

CWD accumulation
for 400 years

Field data for areas
with different fire

regimes

Maximum
Biomass

1 (Highest) Extremely low Average Biomass
800 Mg/ha (range
600-1000 Mg/ha)

Decomposition
Rate

2 Moderately high Estimate 0.02 and
0.03

Mortality Rate 3 Low 0.064 vs 0.089
Fire Frequency 4 High for about 100

years, then low
Estimate 300 vs.
125 year MFRI

Fire Severity
(Fire Killed
Biomass)

5 High for about 100
years or so, then
low

Estimate 85% vs
50% from fire history
studies

BI and B2
Growth
Parameters

6 (Lowest) Low Assumed similar
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DISTRIBUTION OF CWD AMONG DECOMPOSITION CLASSES

The third hypothesis that CWD mass would be more evenly

distributed among decomposition classes in the mixed-severity fire regime

(Cook-Quentin and Chucksney) was based on the expectation that more

frequent fires would result in a more regular recruitment of CWD and a

more uniform mix of fresh and older wood. The null hypothesis that there

would be no statistically significant difference between the regimes in terms

of distribution among decomposition classes was not rejected, but may be

explained partly because the CWD in the mixed-severity system returns to

a normal distribution rapidly since the pulse of fire killed mortality is

relatively small, whereas in a stand-replacing regime, CWD appears to go

through the decomposition classes in a "wave" before reaching a normal

distribution.

The skewness of CWD mass toward classes I and 2 in the areas

with a stand-replacing fire regime (Augusta and Lookout) is similar to

research results in other areas with similar fire regimes (Sollins et aL 1987,

Spies et al. 1988). This skewness appears to indicate there has been

substantial recent mortality and recruitment of CWD, or that decay class 2

is of longer duration than assumed (Table 5.3). This may be due to the

physical characteristics used to delineate decomposition classes, groupings

based on features of downed logs and snags. Other possible explanations

are that decay processes may be faster in the early decay classes and

slower in later decay classes, or that some characteristics associated with

decomposition develop faster or slower, depending on local environmental

conditions. Thus, the class/age delineation is blurred. Finally, the greatest

potential for sampling error is in undersampling advanced decomposition

class 5 snags and logs, which could explain the skewness.



CWD IN MANAGED STANDS

CWD mass is much higher in wildfire regenerated stands than in

stands intensively managed for timber production (Spies and Cline, 1988).

Past modeling and field research indicate that commercial thinning in

plantations has the potential to further reduce CWD mass by removing

suppression mortality as it develops. If this were to happen, it could reduce

the functions and processes associated with CWD for a long time or

indefinitely.

A central concept of ecosystem management in Federally-managed

forests is to preserve significant levels of the functions and processes of

natural systems. Just as ecosystem management strives to emulate

natural forest stand structure by retaining trees according to fire regime, so

too should it emulate CWD structure and function. On some forestry

projects more live trees are being retained in stands in areas that have a

mixed-severity regime and fewer in high severity, stand-replacing regimes.

A similar approach may help managers decide how much CWD to retain in

planted stands.

To emulate the natural succession of CWD, managers need to

consider fire regime, site potential, decomposition rates, fuel consumption,

and management objectives. The following questions should be

addressed: Does the fire pattern generate the large amounts of CWD of

the stand-replacing fire regime? Or the more frequent, smaller pulses of

the mixed-severity fire regime? The latter may be easiest to emulate in

stand management, but one should still consider how the management in

that scenario differs from the CWD cycle of the natural fire regime.

Managers should consider whether recent fire history is typical of the

natural fire regime or if it bears the influence of post-European settlement

burning and suppression. If no fire history study has been completed and

managers do not know the fire regimes, some information about fire
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influence may be deduced from the ages of the stands and fire history

studies in similar forest types (Hyderdahi, et al. 1993). What are the ages

of the area's oldest stands in various forest types? What is known about

lightning-caused fires and fire suppression? Where is the stand with

respect to the last fire? Managers can also consider the forest structure for

its relation to fire severity. Are stands even-aged or do various age-cohorts

suggest multiple fire-caused stand regeneration events with shade-tolerant

species as well as shade-intolerants? Do stands contain old age-cohorts

that survived previous fires? If so, what is the portion of fire-surviving

remnant trees to the total stand volume?

Site potential also affects the quantity of live tree volume. Live

volume will in turn eventually affect CWD volume as trees die (Figure 6.3)

On a harsh site, seedling establishment and stand growth will be slow and

CWD accumulation will be delayed until stands are older. Site potential

affects the size (diameter) of mature trees, and the consequent size of

CWD pieces and amounts of snags and logs consumed in natural fires and

slash burns.

The rate of decomposition should be considered given its substantial

effect on total CWD mass through time. On cool and/or wet sites in

western Oregon, low temperature and/or high moisture content can limit the

activity of decomposing organisms. On the other hand, sites that are very

warm or dry may have slow decomposition. The results of this analysis

suggest that decomposition rates may vary considerably, even in stands of

close proximity, such as on opposite sides of a ridge (Figure 4.1).

Managers should also consider managing for CWD across the range of

decomposition classes, rather than retaining only fresh CWD or highly

decomposed CWD at one time. As a reference, managers can examine

CWD volumes and decay class and size distribution in nearby natural

stands through stand exams or Forest or Regional vegetation inventories.
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The growing body of local research on CWD can assist in determining

desirable amounts of CWD and class distribution.

Finally, managers should consider that the effect of CWD treatments

will persist for decades, even centuries. Management strategies may strive

to emulate the natural CWD cycle, but may fall short of this goal because of

the volume of potential CWD that is removed to the sawmill. For managers

to successfully emulate the dead structure associated with the types of fire

regimes in this study area, it is advisable to retain the highest levels of

CWD in areas having a stand-replacing regime and lesser amounts in

areas having a mixed-severity regime at treatment time. To emulate CWD

recruitment of a stand-replacing fire regime, which has potential

accumulations of 700 - 1000 Mg/ha (25,000 - 30,000 cubic feet per acre),

would be nearly impossible, but may not be necessary to meet ecological

management objectives.

While questions of "how much" CWD to leave dominate current

management discussions, understanding the processes that control CWD

and its link with wildlife and fish may be our greatest challenge. In fact,

increased understanding of CWD dynamics and functions is our best path

to answer "how much", and the assurance of sustaining forest functions.

The limited knowledge about the amount of CWD needed to meet

ecological objectives, stresses the important need for more discussion

between the management and scientific communities on this topic.



CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS

This study examined the question: How does fire regime affect

CWD mass? This was answered using a combination of field data and

modeling. Field data were gathered on CWD mass, tree biomass, and site

productivity, and used to estimate growth, decomposition, and mortality

rates for areas having two different fire regimes. A model was used to

understand how fire frequency and severity, stand growth and development

and mortality rates might have affected the CWD levels observed in the

field data, and to investigate how each of these factors influenced CWD

mass in the two regimes. This comparison of field data with model results

yielded the following findings:

The field inventoried CWD mass was almost twice as high in

stands having an infrequent, stand-replacing fire regime as stands with a

moderately frequent, mixed-severity fire regime.

The factors that appear to have the greatest influence on CWD

mass differences in the area studied are decomposition rates, fire severity,

fire frequency, and fuel consumption in decreasing importance. This

suggests that environment and stand structure control CWD mass more

than fire regime per Se.

Site productivity and mortality rates are similar enough among

locations that they do not appear to exert considerable influence, although

modeling indicates that these factors would be more important if the study

area spanned a wider range of environments.

The distribution of CWD mass was skewed toward the fresher

decay classes in the stand-replacing fire regime, indicating a somewhat

longer residence time than assumed, but was normally distributed in the

mixed-severity regime.
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5) In the stand-replacing fire regime, most of the mortality occurs

during long periods between fire events; but in the mixed-severity regime,

mortality is more associated with fire events than stand mortality over time.

While fire frequency and severity establish the pattern of CWD

succession, it is Iikel that the interaction of fire regime and other

controlling factors that are responsible for the differences in CWD mass

observed. Stands having a more frequent, mixed-severity fire regime had

lower levels of CWD mass because fires occur more often, stands are

younger, trees are smaller, sites are warmer and drier, and fuel

consumption and decomposition rates are higher. Stands having an

infrequent, stand-replacing fire regime had more CWD because fires occur

less often, stands are older, trees are larger, sites are cooler and wetter,

making fuel consumption and decomposition rates lower.
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APPENDIX A: CWD MASS BY DECOMPOSITION CLASS

Average CWD mass (Mg/ha) by decay class in areas having an infrequent,
stand-replacing fire regime.
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Stand Class I Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 TOTAL
Lookout

1 3.60 17.34 22.23 27.55 7.95 78.67
2 0.00 30.43 56.38 8.82 1.90 97.53
3 209.17 8.04 52.11 28.40 2.10 299.82
4 24.51 79.67 32.27 13.64 7.73 157.81

5 48.27 52.14 46.02 45.33 13.00 204.76
6 7.31 93.30 113.74 52.36 7.39 274.11

7 0.00 51.76 65.36 14.15 1.34 132.60
8 6.87 39.93 92.79 25.98 8.54 174.11

9 27.76 148.69 157.06 72.95 13.92 420.39
10 1.08 27.77 16.18 70.28 5.68 121.00

11 0.00 42.15 79.19 73.73 3.21 198.29

12 0.00 39.32 68.45 7.76 2.41 117.95
Augusta

1 15.33 41.93 26.15 30.22 3.60 117.23

2 15.55 89.29 40.01 15.88 4.00 164.74

3 8.27 6.73 48.88 25.27 1.93 91.09

4 0.65 37.77 38.64 8.49 3.97 89.50

5 0.34 6.27 6.30 18.07 5.74 36.71

6 7.23 13.36 26.60 7.13 1.34 55.66

7 0.57 3.22 54.44 16.64 3.95 78.82

8 52.00 54.65 39.24 13.77 4.76 164.42

9 0.00 87.02 158.81 35.55 5.96 287.34

10 1.99 72.55 29.54 25.56 3.83 133.47

11 0.00 239.69 105.49 65.45 0.39 411.02

12 91.68 90.89 54.73 43.18 7.92 288.40

13 1.46 11.77 26.56 11.78 3.41 54.98

14 0.74 124.16 58.74 27.50 1.93 213.06

15 3.15 56.76 56.15 13.45 9.02 138.52
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Average CWD mass (Mg/ha) by decay class in areas having a moderately
frequent, mixed severity fire regime.

Stand Class I Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 Total
Cook Quentin

1 0.25 0.00 9.30 16.09 4.19 29.84
2 7.09 23.45 8.30 18.63 7.11 64.59
3 4.46 6.55 23.73 29.51 2.87 67.12
4 2.63 3.43 20.73 8.61 3.32 38.73
5 50.83 13.43 12.32 11.26 4.01 91.85
6 1.38 2.47 20.94 9.53 0.59 34.91

7 2.78 25.68 29.00 4.77 5.70 67.94
8 2.98 16.76 10.33 6.41 3.21 39.69
9 18.55 9.00 21.31 15.82 8.56 73.23

10 1.68 84.00 52.01 3.23 1.84 142.77
11 0.34 1.07 7.16 34.10 2.21 44.87
12 4.68 19.27 73.17 14.79 6.04 117.94
13 2.92 37.13 77.66 28.60 8.61 154.91

14 0.00 0.96 27.34 17.04 8.19 53.53
Ch ucksney

1 2.72 4.92 4.93 4.51 0.47 17.55

2 1.61 36.13 41.17 47.92 1.12 127.94
3 10.92 38.83 7.27 3.19 0.70 60.91

4 1.62 9.07 26.69 43.54 10.70 91.62

5 119.97 67.11 18.74 26.91 5.17 237.89
6 1.31 74.25 49.66 27.26 2.69 155.17

7 4.15 12.38 9.75 36.90 2.33 65.50
8 87.61 74.80 63.11 29.94 2.62 258.08
9 2.85 37.50 50.73 39.96 4.99 136.04

10 4.47 8.75 3.44 26.01 12.77 55.45

11 0.74 8.15 6.90 31.20 1.67 48.66
12 2.57 2.10 19.72 13.84 1.85 40.08
13 1.00 53.61 1.56 115.13 4.59 175.88

14 1.99 43.47 24.76 19.29 3.39 92.90

15 0.25 0.23 56.62 30.23 2.70 90.04
16 0.02 32.62 95.46 60.72 3.70 192.51



APPENDIX B: ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLED STANDS

Environmental characteristics of stands having the infrequent, stand-replacing fire regime.

Area Stand Percent
Slope

Aspect Elevation
(Meters)

Plant Association Topographic
Position

Site Index

Lookout
1 70 NW 488-975 TSHE-RHMA/BENE R TO CR 134

2 70 NW 488-975 TSHE-POMU R TO CR 159

3 75 N-NW 488-975 TSHE-RHMA/BENE MID-LOW 134

4 55 N 610-1097 TSHE-RHMNBENE MID-LOW 134

5 45 N 671-1097 TSHE-BENE/GASH MID-LOW 133

6 6 N-NE 794-1128 TSHE-RHMA/GASH MID-LOW 128

7 75 N-NW 853-1097 TSHE-RHMNBENE LOSLOPE 134

8 75 W-SW 794-1097 TSHE-BENE LOSLOPE 139

9 6 W-SW 1097-1219 TSHE-BENE MIDSLOPE 139

10 55 W 1219-1341 TSHE-BENE UPSLOPE 139

11 4 NW 805-1128 TSHE-RHMNLIBO MIDSLOPE 130

12 65 N 805-1128 TSHE-RHMNLIBO MIDTOLOW 130

Augusta
1 35 WNW 1097-1219 TSHE-RHMA-BENE LOWSLOPE 134

2 5 WNW 1219-1341 TSHE-RHMA-BENE UPSLOPE 134

3 45 NW 1341-1402 TSHE-RHMA-BENE MIDSLOPE 134

4 55 NW 1219-1341 TSHE-RHMA-BENE UPSLOPE 134

5 4 NW 1097-1195 TSHE-RHMA-BENE MIDSLOPE 134

6 75 NE 975-1097 TSHE-RHMA-BENE LOWSLOPE 134

7 6 NE 1097-1341 TSHE-BENE UPSLOPE 139



R TO CR = Ridge to Creek

8 45 W 1219-1292 TSHE-RHMA-BENE MIDSLOPE 134

9 55 ESE 1097-1219 TSHE-RHMA-BENE LOWSLOPE 134

10 7 NE 1036-1158 TSHE-RHMA-BENE MIOSLOPE 134

11 75 ESE 1036-1219 TSHE-RHMA-BENE MIDSLOPE 134

12 2 SSW 975-1036 TSHE-RHMA-BENE RIDGETOP 134

13 8 NNW 1341-1433 TSHE-RHMA-BENE MIDSLOPE 134

14 65 NE 1006-1128 TSHE-BENE LOWSLOPE 139

15 65 ENE 945-1067 TSHE-RHMA-BENE LOWSLOPE 134



Environmental characteristics of stands having the moderately, mixed-severity fire regime.

Area Stand Percent
Slope

Aspect Elevation
(Meters)

Plant Association Topographic
Position

Site Index

Cook-
Quentin

1 65 E-SE 805-950 PSME-HODI/BENE UPSLOPE 115

2 55 S 853-950 PSME-HODI R TO CR 106

3 65 E 756-914 TSHE-RHMA/XETE UPSLOPE 122

4 6 NW 794-914 TSHE-RHMNBENE R TO CR 134

5 6 NE 732-853 TSHE-RHMNXETE LOSLOPE 122

6 65 W 853-975 TSHE-BENE UPSLOPE 139

7 5 E 695-792 TSHE-RHMA/XETE LOSLOPE 122

8 45 SE 783-963 TSHE-RHMA/GASH MIDSLOPE 128

9 35 E-SE 1097-817 TSHE-RHMA/GASH MIDSLOPE 128

10 75 W-SW 805-792 TSHE-BENE/GASH MIDSLOPE 133

11 1 S-SE 792-945 TSHE-RHMNXETE MIDSLOPE 122

12 55 S 732-902 TSHE-RHMNBENE UPSLOPE 134

13 35 SE 732-853 TSHE-RHMNXETE UPSLOPE 122

14 35 SW 878-975 TSHE-RHMNBENE UPSLOPE 134

Chucks-
ney

1 6 SW 732-975 PSME-TSHE-BENE R TO CR 141

2 7 NNE 732-975 PSME-TSHE-GASH R TO CR 135

3 5 W 853-975 TSHE-BENE MIDSLOPE 139

4 6 SW 902-975 TSHE-BENE UPSLOPE 139

5 65 N 805-1000 TSHE-BENE MIDSLOPE 139

6 5 N 853-1000 TSHE-RHMA-LIBO MIDSLOPE 130

7 5 W 975-1146 PSME-TSHE-BENE UPSLOPE 141



8 75 W 805-975 PSME-TSHE-BENE LOSLOPE 141

9 4 NE 1024-1122 TSHE-BENE UPSLOPE 139

10 65 Sw 975-1122 PSME-TSHE-BENE UPSLOPE 141

11 7 Nw 1146-1463 TSHE-BENE UPSLOPE 139

12 65 W 975-1146 PSME-TSHE-BENE MIDSLOPE 141

13 7 w 975-1146 PSME-TSHE-BENE LOSLOPE 141

14 5 NW 1195-1341 TSHE-BENE-GASH LOSLOPE 133

15 8 NW 1195-1341 PSME-TSHE-BENE MIDSLOPE 141

16 7 WSW 1341-1512 PSME-TSHE-BENE UPSLOPE 141




